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President’s Memo
Syed Ershad Ahmed
President, American Chamber of Commerce in Bangladesh

Syed Ershad Ahmed
The American Chamber of Commerce
in Bangladesh (AmCham) is happy to
present its third issue of the AmCham
Quarterly Journal in 2009. We have
just passed another very eventful and
successful quarter.
The newly elected government has
announced their ﬁrst budget and we
appreciate the measures taken specially in agriculture, social security and
welfare, ICT and education, and environment sectors. The chamber also
appreciates the introduction of Public
Private Partnership (PPP) and infrastructure development measures with
special emphasis given on power generation. However, we feel that it will
require strong monitoring and follow
up to achieve the desired goals.
We all consider that the development of infrastructure and improved
law and order situations is extremely
crucial for the development of Bangladesh. Specially, the country is now
struggling to manage the investment
deﬁcits. We all know that the government has got a plan to achieve 8%
GDP growth within the next 5 years
to turn their words into action, which
they had pointed earlier in their election manifesto. According to the Ministry of Finance, if we need to move
along with this pace to achieve this
GDP growth target, our investment

deﬁcit will be US $1 billion in the
next ﬁscal year, which will gradually
increase over the years to reach to a
ﬁnal ﬁgure of US $9.4 billion in the
ﬁnancial year 2013-14. In aggregate,
we will be having an overall investment deﬁcit of total US $28 billion
over this ﬁve-year span. To get rid of
this undesirable situation, there is no
alternative but to attract investment,
including foreign direct investment.
Compared to our neighboring countries, we are lagging much behind in
FDI inﬂow. So, creating a secure, politically stable, and business-friendly
environment to allure investment in
our country is a must. We expect that
the government takes quick decision
in approving investment proposals
thus protecting our country’s interest,
develops our country infrastructures
having all the modern facilities in
place, ensures unhindered electricity
supply to business, factory, and production units by increasing power
generation, and strongly implements
existing the Foreign Investment Promotion & Protection Act in order to
protect not only our country’s interest, but also the interest of foreign investors.
We would like to make another very
important point here, which relates to
the ongoing unrest in garment sector.
This is a serious concern not only for
our garments exporters, but also for
the whole economy, as lions share of
foreign currency comes from this sector. The RMG is not only the highest
export earning sector in Bangladesh,
but is also the cause of opportunities
for our peoples. More that 3 million
workers are directly engaged, and another 7 million are indirectly involved
in this sector. And, the workers who
are directly engaged in RMG sector
are mostly women. Therefore, RMG
is considered to be a pioneering sector to emancipate and to honor the
women of our country by giving them
equal rights and by empowering them
in society. Due to prevailing global recession, RMG sector has already been
struggling for survival and this unrest
will give it another blow to make the
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situation even worse. We have been experiencing similar highly-unexpected
events for the last several years. Media
reports that some interest groups, entirely unrelated with RMG sector, are
plotting this unrest.
This newly elected government has
come into power with the verdict of
the immense majority, and obviously
people have huge expectations from
them. We would like to see the government takes up the matter very seriously and resolve the issue by rigorous
application of the law to eradicate any
future turmoil or possible threat to
RMG once and for all for the sake of
our country’s economy.
Like other quarters, this past quarter
was also consequential for AmCham
as some important personalities
graced our monthly lunch meetings. In April, AmCham invited Dr.
Muhammad Abdur Razzaque, Honorable Minister for the Ministry of
Food & Disaster Management, who
spoke on “Food Security for Bangladesh: Relevant Issues”. In the May
lunch meeting, AmCham invited
Jonathan C. Dunn, Resident Representative of International Monetary
Fund (IMF), who spoke on “Changing Global Macroeconomic Environment and Bangladesh”. In June
lunch meeting, AmCham invited
Dr. Tawﬁq-e-Elahi Chowdhury, Honorable Energy Adviser to Honorable
Prime Minister. He spoke on “Energy
Security for Bangladesh”. Besides,
AmCham also organized an Appreciation Dinner in honor of US Trade
Show 2009 Participants in May and
the Honorable Industries Minister,
Mr. Dilip Barua, attended our dinner
program as its Chief Guest. Our next
lunch meeting will be held on July
21; and we are happy to announce
that Dr. Atiur Rahman, Governor of
Bangladesh Bank, will be our Guest
of Honor and Speaker. This eminent
economist of the country will speak
on Present Economic Outlook and
Challenges facing Bangladesh Economy.
Finally, on behalf of AmCham Board,
I would like to thank the members
and well-wishers for always being so
supportive to AmCham matters. Enjoy reading the current issue of our
journal.

Industry in Bangladesh
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Industry in Bangladesh: Some Important Issues
Dilip Barua
Honorable Minister, Ministry of Industries
Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh
(Speech given by Mr. Dilip Barua, Honorable Minister for Industries, Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, at AmCham Appreciation Dinner in honor of the US Trade Show 2009 Participants on May 05, 2009, at the
Dhaka Sheraton Hotel)
First of all, I would like to thank
the organizers for inviting me on
this auspicious event. I am sure,
through this cordial gathering the
trade relations between Bangladesh and the USA will strengthen
further in the days ahead for the
mutual beneﬁt of the two friendly
nations and people.

Dear audience,

Dilip Barua
Mr. Chairperson, President of
AmCham, His Excellency Mr.
James F. Moriarty, Ambassador of
the United States of America to
Bangladesh, distinguished business leaders, US
Trade Show 2009
Participants, distinguished guests,
representatives
from the print
and
electronic
media, ladies and
gentlemen.

You are aware that the present
grand Alliance Government, under
the dynamic and visionary leadership of Prime Minister Her Excellency Sheikh Hasina, has assumed
ofﬁce with the great responsibility
of bringing out a positive change
in the society. Our motto is to
improve the living condition of
our common people and building a poverty-free, stable, democratic, peaceful, and harmonious

Ladies and
gentlemen,

A very good
evening to you
all,
It is indeed a
great honor for
me to be present
in this evening at
the Appreciation
Dinner organized by the American Chamber of Commerce in
Bangladesh in honor of the US
Trade Show 2009 Participants.

to enjoy his political, economic,
religious, socio-cultural, and legal
rights without any hindrance and
discrimination. We want to ensure
transparency and accountability at
every level including that of politics. We are committed to build up
a knowledge-based society with a
view to establishing an industrialized Bangladesh by 2021. Our top
priority is to meet the challenges
of the millennium. In order to
transform our dream into reality, our Honorable Prime Minister Her Excellency Sheikh Hasina
announced Vision-2021 in the
Election Manifesto on the eve of
the 9th Parliamentary Election. As
per the guidelines of Vision-2021,
we will make a Digital Bangladesh
ensuring e-governance, e-management, e-commerce, e-learning as
well as e-service in every sector of
the society.

society. Our efforts are focused on
building a corruption and terrorism free prosperous Bangladesh,
where every citizen would be able

Today the global
economy
is
facing a sever
crisis due to
economic meltdown throughout the world.
Very
recently
the UN chief
Ban Ki-moon in
his address to
the
high-level
meeting of the
Economic and
Social Council
(ECOSOC) at the UN Headquarters said that the current economic crisis has clearly exposed
the ﬂaws in the existing inter-
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national economic system. He
called for making institutions
more “representative, creditable,
accountable, and effective. He also
mentioned: “Recent events have
proven that the current system
of global economic governance is
not adequate to face today’s challenges.” Due to economic crisis,
global trade is contracting. Millions of people are losing their
jobs, their livelihood, and their
ability to survive. In many parts of
the world, frustration has erupted
into violent protests, thus threatening stability and peace. It seems
that the adverse effect of the current economic recession will be
more severe in impact than that
of the 1929 Depression and it may
prolong for several years. So, it is
better not to be afraid of global
meltdown. Rather, we should be
prepared to cope with the changing situation by ensuring necessary adjustment and readjustment
in our national economic policy.

Ladies and gentlemen,
Bangladesh is not free from the
possible threats of global economic crisis. In
order to face the
challenges
of
global meltdown,
we have no other
alternative than
strengthening our domestic
industrial
capacity
and
diversifying our
export. We need
to develop our
indigenous and
local industries
so that we can
meet the domestic demand from
our own production. We have about 150 million
people, which constitutes otherwise a very large internal market.
If we are able to achieve self-sufﬁciency in supplying the required
products as per the demand of

AmCham
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our people, it will change the economic scenario of the country.
Our huge labor force is considerably cheaper in costs compared to
that of the developed countries.
We can take the advantage of it
and produce quality products at
a very competitive price. This will
also create a new avenue for our
export expansion to the developed
countries. It would certainly provide a positive scope for us in spite
of global ﬁnancial meltdown.

ate employment in line with the
government’s pledge to provide
jobs to at least one member of a
family by 2021. We emphasize the
need for efﬁcient use of energy,
conserving resources and environment-friendly corporate policy
for sustainable development of
the country. At the same time, we
will pay due attention to product
designing, quality improvement,
and safer and sound industrial
environment as well.

Dear audience,

I assure you that our present government is an industry-friendly
government, and we are giving
top priority to industrialization
for the sake of national economy.
In this regard, the role of the government would be that of a proactive facilitator. Of course, there
must be provision for some statecontrolled industries for ensuring national interest and national
safety.

Keeping the opportunities and
challenges of global recession in
mind, our government has taken
an initiative to formulate a new
and comprehensive Industrial
Policy. To encourage the private
sector is the main thrust and focus
of New Industrial Policy. We want
a vibrant private sector for rapid
industrial growth in the country.
We will also encourage PublicPrivate Partnership (P-P-P) for
the sake of better investment and
deeper industrialization. In the
new Industrial Policy, emphasis
will be given to knowledge-based

and Hi-tech industries. In this context I may draw your attention to
the Hi-tech Park and our talented
youth. Similarly, the coming
policy will also give emphasis on
labor intensive sector to gener-

Reopening of closed mills and
industries is one of the top electoral pledges of the present government. We have already reopened
Chittagong Chemical Complex
(CCC),
which
has got substantial
demand
for its product.
The shutdown
of this industry
was unfortunate.
We
appointed
new manpower
in BSTI for its
capacity building
and passed Trade
Marks Act-2009.
I hope that the
steps taken by
the government
would be able
to bring positive changes in
the industrial sector. We are also
working sincerely in establishing
a congenial political atmosphere
and a healthy relationship among
the employers and the workers. I
personally believe that without a
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stable political environment and
strong conﬁdence among the
investors, industrialization process cannot go on smoothly.
We have suggested bringing down
the bank-lending rate to a single
digit for supporting industrialization. I personally think that high
interest rate is one of the major
obstacles to industrialization. We
are also going to formulate sick
industrial act to rehabilitate the
sick industries so that we can make
them proﬁtable further. We would
go for restructuring the duty structure to remove the discrepancies
for assisting the local industries.
We are going to setup Special Economic Zones (SEZs) instead of EPZ
to ensure equal opportunities and
facilities for the local investor. At
the same time, the government is
giving special emphasis on FDI.
We will encourage foreign and
local investors as well as expatriate

AmCham
Bangladeshis to invest in Bangladesh and thus taking the beneﬁts
provided by the government. We
have got some emerging sectors
like – ship building, ceramics, automobiles, pharmaceuticals, plastic,
Small and Medium Enterprises
(SME) with opportunities for subcontracting, etc. which have got
huge potential to help ﬂourish and
boost the economy. I assure you
that the government is committed
to protect the investment of foreign as well as local entrepreneurs.
I am sure, all of you sitting in
front of me are prospective and
leading entrepreneurs. I call upon
all of you to invest more and more
in Bangladesh and to make greater
contribution to the growth and
development of our economy.
We want to transform our tradeoriented economy into industry-oriented one. We seek your
best possible support to make our
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noble endeavor successful. As a
mature Chamber, the members of
the AmCham can play a proactive
role in achieving the desired goal
of the government. I hope you will
come forward and establish yourselves as a role model for others.
Let us work together for the realization of our collective dream
through establishing a happy
and prosperous Bangladesh. Once
again, I would like to congratulate
the US Trade Show Participants for
their contribution towards developing a friendly and expanding
economic relationship between
Bangladesh and the United States.
I wish you a huge success in your
business endeavor in Bangladesh.
I again convey my heartfelt thanks
to AmCham for inviting me to
this prestigious event.
Thank you all once again for your
patient hearing.

AmCham in Action
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AmCham in Action
A. Gafur
Executive Director, American Chamber of Commerce in Bangladesh
While the meeting discussed the
relevant trade and investment
issues in details, Mr. Gupta particularly briefed AmCham executives over the strategic plans of
Coca-Cola in Bangladesh.

April 28, 2009: Food Security
for Bangladesh: Relevant Issues
Honorable Minister for Food
and Disaster Management
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The Minister in his speech emphasized on the most successful election held last December 2008 that
provided massive mandate to the
incumbent government, food
security, food availability, access
and utilization, attainment of
food self sufﬁciency, diversiﬁcation, commercialization of agriculture, etc. The speech of the
Minister has been incorporated
separately.
As a part of regular AmCham
Market Place Presentation, an
AmCham Member Saimon Group
made a short power point presentation about the group.

A. Gafur
We take great pleasure in publishing the 6th issue of AmCham
quarterly journal. We warmly
thank and appreciate the advertisers and writers for their valuable contribution and also thank
the AmCham members for their
continuing support to this initiative. The terrible pressure created
by global economic crisis is somewhat weakened now through the
positive remedial actions taken
by the global community and has
eventually created various opportunities for countries like Bangladesh towards raising business
and investment portfolio. This is
appropriate time for Bangladesh
to positively use those opportunities. The following are some of the
activities undertaken by AmCham
during the last quarter.

Dr. Muhammad Abdur Razzaque (3rd from left), honorable Minister for Food & Disaster
Management, addressing at AmCham Lunch Meeting

Dr. Muhammad Abdur Razzaque,
Honorable Minister for Food and
Disaster Management, Govt. of
the People’s Republic of Bangladesh attended AmCham Luncheon Meeting as Guest of Honor
and spoke on “Food Security for
Bangladesh: Relevant Issues”.

May 5, 2009: Appreciation
Dinner
AmCham organized an Appreciation Dinner in honor of the US
Trade Show 2009 Participants at
Dhaka Sheraton Hotel on May 5,
2009. Mr. Dilip Barua, Honorable

April 23, 2009: Meeting with
Coca-Cola Senior Executives
Mr. Sandeep Gupta, Vice President,
Coca-Cola South West Asia and
Mr. Debasish Deb, Country Manager, Coca-Cola Far East Limited
met AmCham Bangladesh President Mr. Syed Ershad Ahmed and
Executive Director Mr. A. Gafur.

Mr. Dilip Barua (3rd from left), honorable Industries Minister seen at AmCham Appreciation Dinner
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Minister for Industries graced the
occasion as the Chief Guest. The
Minister in his speech provided
detailed account over the activities and vision of his Ministry. The
speech of Mr. Barua has been separately incorporated.

May 19, 2009: The Changing
Global Macroeconomic
Environment and
Bangladesh’s Economy
IMF Resident Representative
The Guest of Honor and Speaker
for AmCham May Luncheon meet-

AmCham
sador in Bangladesh and discussed
various matters of mutual interest including FDI, law and order
situation, Chittagong port, good
governance, e-governance, rule of
law, etc.

June 09, 2009: Energy
Security for Bangladesh
Dr. Tawﬁq-e-Elahi Chowdhury,
BB, Honorable Energy Adviser
to Honorable Prime Minister
Dr. Tawﬁq-e-Elahi Chowdhury,
honorable Energy Adviser to honorable Prime Minister spoke at

Mr. Jonathan C. Dunn (middle), IMF Resident Representative, Addressing at AmCham Lunch Meeting

ing was Mr. Jonathan C. Dunn,
IMF Resident Representative, who
gave a talk on “The Changing
Global Macroeconomic Environment and Bangladesh’s Economy”.
In his speech Mr. Dunn covered
the areas such as economic crisis,
outlook for Bangladesh, appropriate policies, etc. The Speech of the
IMF Resident Representative has
been incorporated separately.

AmCham Luncheon Meeting on
“Energy Security for Bangladesh”.
Dr. Chowdhury in his speech said
that the government would decide
shortly on awarding the offshore
blocks to the successful bidders
selected through the last year’s
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bidding round and due diligence
being carried out now on the bidding process. Outlining the government’s strategy for ensuring
energy security the Energy Adviser
said that an additional 500 million
cubic feet of gas per day (mmcfd)
would be added to the national
grid under short and medium
term planning. Electricity generation would also be augmented in
the similar way. He added saying
that some 15-20 million compact
ﬂuorescent (CFL) bulbs would be
provided free of cost to the power
subscribers by February next that
would save around 300 mw of electricity. He appreciated the World
Bank and German GTZ for coming
forward with ﬁnancial assistance
in this connection. Steps would
also be taken to increase the use
of renewable energy sources,
including wind and solar power.
The government is exploring
the technology to run the irrigation pumps by solar power. Small
hydropower units are also being
planned and regional cooperation
is also being explored in this context. Dr. Chowdhury said that initiative would be taken to explore
deep-sea oil and gas assets. Disputes over maritime boundary
among the neighboring countries
need to be addressed. He emphasized on the proposed Public Private Partnership (PPP) policy that
could open up a new avenue for
investment by the private sector

As a part of regular AmCham
Market Place Presentation, an
AmCham Member National Credit
and Commerce Bank Ltd. made a
short power point presentation
about their bank.

May 31, 2009: Meeting with
the U.S. Ambassador
AmCham Board Members met H.E.
Mr. James F. Moriarty, U.S. Ambas-

Dr. Tawﬁq-e-Elahi Chowdhury, BB (2nd from left), honorable Energy Adviser to honorable
Prime Minister addressing at AmCham Lunch Meeting

AmCham in Action
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porated covering the Washington Doorknock.

June 23, 2009: AmCham
President’s Interview with ETV
AmCham President Mr. Syed
Ershad Ahmed was interviewed by
the Ekushey Television, where Mr.
Ahmed discussed various issues
and made comments over Bangladesh Budget 2009 and Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI).

AmCham President’s Interview with ETV

in the power sector. Talking about
the long pending coal policy the
Adviser said that the government
was working on the policy that
would be acceptable to all and
facilitate tapping the country’s
huge coal reserves.

June 14-19, 2009:
Washington Doorknock
Representatives of the AsiaPaciﬁc Council of American

Chambers of Commerce (APCAC)
gathered in Washington, DC to
meet with the ofﬁcials of Executive branch of the New Obama
Administration, Congressional
Leaders, to advocate on behalf
of the AmChams in the AsiaPaciﬁc region during APCAC’s
annual Washington Doorknock.
AmCham Bangladesh was represented at the Doorknock by its
Executive Director Mr. A. Gafur.
A separate report has been incor-

June 25, 2009: WAL MART
Vice President visits AmCham
Mr. Mark Green, Vice President,
Wal-Mart Global Procurement
and Mr. Hassan Khaled, General Manager, Wal-Mart Bangladesh operation visited AmCham
and met AmCham President
Mr. Syed Ershad Ahmed. They
discussed the business environment in Bangladesh, existing
infrastructural facilities, scope
for development in infrastructure and Wal Mart’s business
development planning.

Food Security for Bangladesh
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Food Security for Bangladesh: Relevant Issues
Dr. Muhammad Abdur Razzaque
Honorable Minister for Food and Disaster Management
Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh
(Speech given by Dr. Muhammad Abdur Razzaque, Honorable Minister for Food and Disaster Management, Government of
the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, at AmCham Luncheon Meeting on April 28, 2009, at the Dhaka Sheraton Hotel)

Dr. Muhammad Abdur Razzaque
President of American Chamber of
Commerce in Bangladesh, Excellencies, members of American Chamber
of Commerce in Bangladesh, members of the media, distinguished
guests, ladies and gentlemen.

As-salamu Alaikum and
Good afternoon,
It is an immense pleasure for me to
be able to attend the Monthly Luncheon Meeting of American Chamber of Commerce in Bangladesh. I
would like to thank the American
Chamber of Commerce in Bangladesh for inviting me to this
gathering. I understand AmCham
is a very popular platform and
many distinguished personalities
attended AmCham events in the
past. As has been requested by the
American Chamber of Commerce
in Bangladesh, today I would try to
share my thoughts on Food Security for Bangladesh and some relevant issues. I would be happy to
answer a few questions, if any, at
the end of my speech.

Ladies and gentlemen, let me congratulate the people of Bangladesh
in the ﬁrst place that they have
been able to show their strength
again in last December, by demonstrating their keen desire to
restore democratic order through
massive participation at the parliamentary election. It has been
one of the fairest elections, which
was participated by 87% voters.
People have rightfully voted in
favor of change for improving
political culture, establishing the
rule of law, making the country
self-sufﬁcient in food production,
industrializing the county, eliminating poverty, food insecurity
and inequality, and leading the
country to Digital Bangladesh. The
participation of the young voters
was a major attraction, which
again showed their commitment
to make the country prosperous
and a digniﬁed one. Bangladesh
has been facing many challenges.
But we all agree that Bangladesh is
also a land of great potentials.
Although Bangladesh is a small
country in terms of size, it has a
large population. We consider the
population as the most valuable
asset not as burden for the country. What is needed is the management of population through
appropriate education, so that the
entire population could become
productive. Bangladeshi people
have already been serving in most
of the countries of the world,
beyond its own frontier. They
have earned a lot of laurels to their
credit through their performance.
Distinguished Guests, now let’s
come back to the area of food
security - food availability, access,
and utilization. There was a time
when Bangladesh would spend
most of its earning for procuring
food. But today the situation is

totally different. Bangladesh has
achieved a remarkable progress in
the domestic production of food,
and it crossed a signiﬁcant way
forward to making food available
for everyone. Since its independence in 1971, Bangladesh has
tripled food production. We now
produce over 33 million tons of
food grain each year; and in most
of the years we are near to self-sufﬁcient in rice. Production of fruits
and vegetables has also increased.
Still we shall have to go a very long
way as the population is increasing, land resources are decreasing,
and that beneﬁt of growth yet
to reach fully the poorest of the
poor. We cannot be complacent as
many of our people remain food
insecured and under-nourished.
Although the incidence of poverty
has declined, the number of poor
under absolute as well as extreme
poverty has increased. Moreover,
a large number of our people are
under-nourished, and we saw
many people living on ‘Knifeedge’ during the food price hikes
last year. Moreover, there are vulnerabilities speciﬁc to seasonality
and spaces, age groups, and social
power relationships.
Our goal is not only to attain selfsufﬁciency in the production of
cereals, we need to sustain it. We
need to diversity our production to
enhance food diversiﬁcation and
improve nutritional status of our
population. I personally believe
that there are tremendous potentials for Bangladesh to become a
food exporting country from the
status of food importing country specially if we can attain crop
diversiﬁcation, commercialize agriculture, enhance value addition in
crop and non-crop agriculture, and
ensure quality in the production
and marketing chain. There could
be different ways to switch from
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traditional subsistence agriculture
to commercial agriculture. But one
generalized view is available that
the agricultural producers must
be protected from the loss arising
out of international market surges,
domestic low price trends during
the harvest, and impact of natural
disasters.
Distinguished Members, the Government reiterates its pledge that
it would continue to support farmers, making all inputs timely available at reasonable prices, ensure
the fair prices of their produce,
extend credit facilities, promote
storage, handling and marketing facilities. It will also continue
to promote trade supportive legal
and regulatory environment and
selective non-distortionary public
food market intervention for price
stabilization. You all know that the
Government has
considered agrobased
industry as a thrust
sector. Industrial
and trade policy
offers
some
facilitating measures such as:
cash incentive
for agri export;
reduced interest for agri loan
for high value
crops, and rebate
in
electricity
billing in agrobased industries
to make it competitive.
The Government would also look
to harness the opportunities that
WTO might offer and strengthen
efforts to offset the challenges. It
will also expedite the process of
improving SPS (sanitary and phytosanitary) measures in the country to
boost agricultural trade. Moreover,
the government takes the liberty
of applying tariff as an important
instrument to tackle international
market surges on the domestic
small scale agricultural producers.
In this connection, I would like to
inform you that the government is
looking to the opportunities under
‘Aid-for-Trade Initiatives’ of WTO,

addressing country’s supply side
constraints to agricultural growth
and improving trade related infrastructure. However, as a developing
country where agriculture continues to be the dominant sector
having greatest potentials for alleviating poverty and food security, the
government thinks that the Aid-for
Trade initiatives must keep room
for effective protection measures
for our agriculture. And, that the
business forums may involve themselves into the efforts to build traderelated infrastructure, trade ﬁnance,
and facilitation measures as to help
develop the capacity to cope with
the non-tariff barriers, especially
in the area of food safety standards
and management. The civil society
think tanks can work for enhancing
analytical capacities of the country
of the effects of free trade of agriculture commodities with due consid-

eration of our socio-economic and
cultural settings.
I believe that there are increasing
needs to adopt new technologies
in agriculture, increase investment in prompting market access
through improved storage, processing, handling and transportation,
grading and packaging etc. There
is also need to increase investment in agricultural research. The
AmCham members can play a
pro-active role towards increased
investment in agriculture, value
addition in agriculture, and help
commercialize agriculture in a
way to increase share of exports
from agriculture products. I am
happy to reiterate all out support
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from the government in terms of
creating enabling environment
for you all in this regard.
You all know that the GOB has also
emphasized the increasing investment in agricultural research,
especially in crop development in
view of the emerging issues like
climate changes and natural disaster impacts. It has also opted for
research on the appropriate level as
well as area of subsidy. The other
ﬁelds of research being improving agricultural market access both
domestically and internationally.
It is also working on implementing
appropriate modes of extension in
order to adopt new technology as
well as best practices in agriculture.
However, new and dynamic challenges are emerging: volatility of
prices, non-stability of food supply
and demand, world economic
recession, challenges of food aid
decline, climatic
changes,
and
environmental
degradation. We
are relentlessly
working on those
issues. We are
hopeful that with
the coordinated
efforts of all, the
government, the
private sector, the
NGO’s and civil
society actors, we
would be able to
increase agriculture trade, and
thus enhance the role of agriculture in pro-poor growth and ensure
food security for all.
This meeting, as I can see, is being
attended by a large number of business leaders and entrepreneurs. I
would expect that a strong commitment would be forged out of
the discussions here and that our
business leaders would come up to
invest in agriculture in order that
our agriculture gets signiﬁcant
momentum to grow and agriculture trade is boosted.
I once again thank the organizers for
inviting me to this majestic forum.
Thank you all.

Global Macroeconomic Environment and Bangladesh’s Economy
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The Changing Global Macroeconomic Environment
and Bangladesh’s Economy
Jonathan C. Dunn
IMF Resident Representative
(Speech made by Mr. Jonathan C. Dunn, IMF Resident Representative, at AmCham Luncheon Meeting on May 19,
2009 at the Dhaka Sheraton Hotel)
future?
Why has Bangladesh not been hit
as hard as other countries?
A remarkable fact is that consensus
forecasts for real economic growth
in Bangladesh this year and next
year are in the range of 5 – 6 percent. This is in line with growth
forecasts for China and India, and
much better than forecasts for
almost all other Asian economies.

What has supported growth
to date?
Jonathan C. Dunn
Excellencies, distinguished members of the business community,
other distinguished guests, and
members of the press. I would like
to thank the American Chamber
of Commerce in Bangladesh for
inviting me here today to speak on
the changing global macroeconomic environment
and
Bangladesh’s
economy.

During 2007 – 2008 Bangladesh
sent 1.7 million workers abroad,
for an average of 850,000 workers for each of those two years.
This average far outstripped the
number of workers sent abroad in
earlier years (e.g., 2006 = 380,000).
Hence, Bangladesh has a huge
stock of workers abroad and
these workers have, by and large,

I would like to structure
my comments around
the following three
questions:
 Why has Bangladesh
not been hit as hard
by the economic
crisis as other countries in Asia and elsewhere in the world?
 What is the outlook
for Bangladesh?
 How are policies being managed
in Bangladesh during this period
and what is appropriate for the

retained their jobs. The continued strong growth in remittances
(still at almost 23 percent) [22.7=
7891/6431 through April] reﬂects

this fact and these remittances
support domestic demand.
Bangladesh’s main export items
are, as we all know, ready made
garments and textiles. Although
export growth is slowing, it
remains at over 15 percent and
ranges between 14 percent and 31
percent this year for garments and
textiles. Moreover, both the average unit value and the volume of
these manufactured goods exports
are growing. Aside from generating still impressive export earnings
growth, these industries continue
to create signiﬁcant demand for
domestic services such as telecoms and transport and therefore
directly help generate domestic
demand.
Agricultural output has grown
strongly. The Aus and Aman harvests increased this year by an estimated 26 percent and 20 percent,
respectively. The ongoing harvest
of the Boro crop is projected at around 18
million tons, which is
slightly more than last
year’s very large crop.
These strong harvests
are supporting rural
livelihoods and generating increased demand
among the approximately 75 percent of
consumers who live in
rural areas.
Bangladesh has avoided
the dislocations associated with volatile capital ﬂows
and associated exchange rate
pressures. This is largely due to
the closed nature of its ﬁnancial
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system rather than any inherent
relative strength of its banking
system. In fact, due to the strong
current account (remittances),
Bangladesh Bank has been able to
purchase large amounts of foreign
exchange and build reserves for
what may be rainier days ahead.

 Inﬂation is falling steadily in
Bangladesh but not as much
as in other countries, and nonfood inﬂation is of particular
concern. This is a fact that will
need to be watched closely as
a recovery takes place globally
and commodity prices start to
rise again.

What is the outlook for
Bangladesh?

 Agricultural growth is likely to
be subdued next year given the
strong growth in agriculture
this year.

The outlook for Bangladesh is
more uncertain than its immediate past economic performance
would indicate.
A number of indicators show that
economic prospects are deteriorating, though this is so far gradual
and moderate.

 Remittance growth may slow
further because of a slow fall in
the number of workers living
abroad. This, however, is likely
to take a long time to become
an issue and I do not view it as
a serious risk at this time.

 Export orders
for garments
have deteriorated over the
past 5 months
(though the
most recent
information
suggests some
improvement
here).
 Letters
of
credit opened
for
imports
have
fallen
quite sharply.
This is in part
due to lower food imports, but
LCs opened for the import of
consumer goods and capital
machinery are also sharply
down, and LCs for industrial raw materials are ﬂat.
These LC developments do
not augur well for future economic activity and export
capacity.
 Demand continues to deteriorate in Bangladesh’s major
export markets (North America and the EU). This does not
mean that export growth will
become negative, but it is likely
to continue to slow.

Notwithstanding these concerns,
the risks facing Bangladesh are
manageable. Moreover, offsetting
the current evidence of a continued deterioration in demand in
Bangladesh’s major export markets is the fact that the stimulus
packages being implemented in
the US and elsewhere are likely
to bear fruit in the next year.
Finally, even if serious balance
of payments pressure do emerge,
Bangladesh will be able to access
quickly assistance from the IMF
and other sources to shore up its
international reserve position. In
the case of the IMF, this potential
assistance can be larger—because
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the Fund has recently doubled its
borrowing limits for low income
countries—and will be provided
under simpler conditions.
How are policies being managed
in Bangladesh during this period
and what is appropriate for the
future?
Bangladesh is so far pursuing
largely appropriate macroeconomic policies in view of the
uncertainty created by the global
crisis, though some of the instruments it has chosen are of concern.
The government’s ﬁscal stimulus
package for the near term is appropriate and can be viewed as a bit of
a stroke of political genius. It has
provided necessary support to
some sectors and
parts of the population
facing
real difﬁculties
while avoiding
a give away to
too many vested
interests. As usual
on the ﬁscal side,
actually making
use of the new
allocations
in
the budget will
prove difﬁcult,
especially on the
development spending side.
The Bangladesh Bank’s policy of
accumulating reserves through
largely unsterilized purchases of
excess foreign exchange is appropriate in the current economic
environment. This is helping to
strengthen import coverage for the
future and prevent the exchange
rate from appreciating. It is also
providing ample liquidity to the
banking system so that the private
sector has access to credit.
The decision by the Bangladesh
Bank to administer lending rates

Global Macroeconomic Environment and Bangladesh’s Economy
is regrettable. These rates should
be determined through marketbased policy interest rates inﬂuenced by the central bank. The
central bank must have, and will
need, this policy ﬂexibility in
order to ensure that it will be able
to contain inﬂation in the future.
Administered rates also will interrupt the distribution of ﬁnancial
resources to those uses that will be
most productive.
To begin my closing, I would like
to say that the forward looking
part of the government’s recent
ﬁscal stimulus package is laudable
and makes clear the following two
points:
First, the key economic and social
policy challenges facing Bangladesh have not changed and the
country should pursue policies to
address these challenges and not
become too focused on policies
designed to address just the current crisis;
Second,
successfully
addressing these economic and social
policy challenges is the only way

to ensure that Bangladesh puts
itself on a permanently higher
growth path. Growth of 6 to 6 ¾
percent, as achieved in the recent
5-year period, is not high enough
if Bangladesh wants to continue
to make rapid inroads on poverty
and achieve middle income status
in the next 15 years.

These key policy challenges
can be summarized as
follows:
 Solving the problem of energy
shortages, including through
the pursuit of appropriate pricing policies and providing for
adequate returns to investors.
 Improving the quality of education at the primary and secondary level so that Bangladesh can
create a workforce that can help
to better integrate the country
into the global economy.
 Pursuing
ﬁnancial
sector
reforms that reduce the cost
of ﬁnancing growth and provide for an array of ﬁnancing
instruments. Bangladesh will
not be able to ﬁnance higher
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growth only through bank
borrowing, which is relatively
inefﬁcient and costly. Further
development of the secondary
debt markets and the creation
of a corporate bond market are
critical in this regard.
 Comprehensive reform of the
tax system, to include simpliﬁed and easier to administer
tax legislation and a signiﬁcant
widening of the tax net. Once
the tax net is widened, tax rates
can gradually be lowered while
still protecting the ﬁscal position and providing resources
for much-needed infrastructure
investment.
 Streamlining government capital spending procedures so that
public infrastructure investment
can move forward more rapidly.
The new government has indicated in various policy statements
that it intends to pursue all of the
goals above. It deserves the full
support of all of us as it implements these reforms.
Thank you.

Branding Bangladesh
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Nation Branding: Thoughts for Bangladesh
Khalid Hasan PhD
Nielsen Bangladesh & Treasurer, AmCham Bangladesh
Nation branding is all about positioning a particular country/nation
in the minds of people. Those
people are consumers, potential
tourists, and, most importantly,
potential investors. They are all
actively participating in the country’s growth process. Well and effective nation branding campaign
accelerates the country’s economic
growth; and the citizens feel digniﬁed. It must be remembered that
there are around 195 nations in the
world; all are aggressively competing for the attention of investors,
tourists, and citizens. Therefore, a
well-planned nation branding campaign is very crucial.

Kenya, Nepal, India, South Korea,
Columbia, etc.) on the grounds
that an enhanced image might
create more favorable conditions
for foreign direct investment (FDI),
tourism, trade, and even political
relations with other states. Large
countries like China and Russia
have also taken measures for building a “new image”. The concept
of nation-building has become an
integral part of public diplomacy.
Therefore, any efforts by the government to support the nation branding mechanism - either directly or
indirectly - become public diplomacy.

Nation branding, as deﬁned in
Wikipedia, is a ﬁeld of theory and
practice which aims to measure,
build, and manage the reputation of countries (closely related
to place branding). It applies some
approaches; an increasing importance of the symbolic value of
products have led countries to
emphasize their distinctive characteristics. The branding and image
of a nation-state “and the successful transference of this image to its
exports is just as important as what
they actually produce and sell.”

Nation Brands Index: The concept
of measuring the global perception
of a country in several spheres has
been developed by Simon Anholt.
He is the pioneer and is being recognized as one of the world’s leading
authorities on the branding of countries, regions, and cities. He regularly
conducts two global surveys known
as the Anholt Nation Brands Index
and Anholt City Brands Index.
Simon developed the concept of
the Nation Brands Index in 2005
and the ﬁrst Index was published in
April 2005. He advises a number of
national governments and UN agencies on brand strategy, public diplomacy, cultural relations, investment
and export promotion, tourism and
economic development.

Nation branding appears to be practiced by many states, including
the United States and the United
Kingdom (where it is ofﬁcially
referred to as Public Diplomacy),
South Africa, Canada, New Zealand, and most Western European
countries. There is an increasing
interest in the concept from developing states (such as Bangladesh,

GMI (Global Market Insite, Inc.) is a
Seattle-based ﬁrm, founded in 1999,
which provides e-Business solutions
for global market research offering a
range of software applications and
database services. With operations
in Europe, Asia, and the Americas,
GMI serves many of the largest and
most successful market research
ﬁrms and companies in the world,
which includes Nielsen (formerly
ACNielsen),
Colgate-Palmolive,
Gartner Research, Datamonitor,
Ernest & Julio Gallo Winery, and
Forrester Research.

Nation Branding Campaign
in Other Countries
Recently, nation branding campaign
appears to be practiced in by many
states, including the United States
and the United Kingdom (where
it is ofﬁcially referred to as Public
Diplomacy), Canada, New Zealand,
Australia etc. Many countries are
coming up with crispy, smart, and
intelligent slogans and symbols
only to re-brand their countries,
ﬁtting the current business need,
some of the popular slogans are
“Malaysia: Truly Asia,” “Dubai: The
Jewel in the Desert”, “Uniquely Singapore”, “Incredible India”, “Amazing Thailand”, “Sri Lanka: The Pearl
of the Indian Ocean,” etc. There is
increasing interest in the concept
from developing states (such as
Bangladesh, Kenya, Nepal, India,
South Korea, Columbia, etc.) on the
grounds that an enhanced image
might create more favorable conditions for foreign direct investment
(FDI), tourism, trade, and even
political relations with other states.
Branding Kenya: The Kenyan
government has taken a plan to
revive its nation branding project.
It started the project by creating the
Brand Kenya Board “to enhance
Kenyan national image and identity, the focal points for harnessing
our energy, warmth and entrepreneurial spirit”. The Brand Kenya
Board’s mandate includes creating
an integrated national brand and
identity, instilling pride in every
Kenyan, and restoring international
conﬁdence in the country among
the investors, visitors, tourists, and
development partners.
India: Incredible India! With a
view to be one of the global leaders
by 2025, the Indian government has
given top priority to branding India.
This campaign, created in 2002, has
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approached increasing tourism and
revenue. “Brand India” is fast becoming a mantra that is claimed as the
benchmark for development in India.
The politicians, economists, bureaucrats, policy-makers, industrialists,
and even the media are jumping on to
the bandwagon, with “Brand India”
becoming the ethos of the upwardly
mobile middle class. To promote the
young, vibrant, and dynamic India
on the global stage, the Indian government has roped in popular actor
Aamir Khan as its new brand icon
(ambassador) to be the pilot of the
campaign across the world. Incredible India focuses primarily on its rich
and vibrant heritage and culture.
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Dinnie feels that “this is very important and also quite unusual because
in many countries the political
leader either doesn’t understand
nation branding or just doesn’t like
the idea of it or has no enthusiasm.
Also helping is the fact the current president has a business background. His background in business
gives him an understanding of what
you need to do in a nation branding campaign.”
Colombia - Flowers in Improving
Country Image: Globally, Colombia is infamous for drug trafﬁcking,
guerrilla warfare, terrorism, extortions, and corruption. Recently,
the government has started thinking about changing its image and,
thereby, attracting tourists and foreign investors. This is considered as
one of the major factors in its economic development plans.
Initiatives are being taken for changing its image from a “cocaine based
economy” to “Branding Colombia”.
The ﬁrst part of the “Branding Colombia” series refers to using “ﬂowers” to
change people’s perceptions.

Korea’s Nation Branding Program:
Professor Keith Dinnie of the Japan
campus at Temple University wrote
a book on “Nation Branding: Concepts, Issues, Practice (2008)”. In the
book, he analysed the unique nature
of Korea’s weak national brand
among other developed nations
despite a strong economy boasting several internationally lauded
corporations such as Samsung, LG,
and Hyundai. Dinnie believes that
lack of interest in nation branding
shown by the preceding administrations was the key cause of Korea’s
dismal visibility on the global stage.
However, he feels that the current
government has got a proactive
role in nation branding; he feels
that Korea will become more internationally recognized. He further
comments: “the current administration’s efforts to boost Korea’s
brand is positive. It’s great that the
President is taking a personal interest in nation branding”.

On the Colombian Pride Day, November 17, 2008, Colombian Americans handed out over 100,000
Colombian roses to very grateful
and yet, indeed, surprised New
Yorkers. The act appears to have
been a great success: not only the
target audience was fully reached,
but it also made national news in
the United States. Therefore, millions of Americans were reached
with a simple message: “Flowers
make you smile, ﬂowers brighten
your day, and ﬂowers come from
Colombia”. The program proved
to be a great success, and got huge
media coverage from the New York
Times, The Wall Street Journal, and
most of the network afﬁliates and
international press.
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Nigeria: In 2004, Nigeria branded
itself around it being the Heart of
Africa. Today Nigeria is re-branding
itself under the theme Good People,
Great Country.
Uganda: Although Uganda has got
enormous natural resources, it has
an image of a poor nation, that is
labeled with military dictatorship.
The recent government has taken
steps towards branding this African
nation as being Gifted by Nature.
Russia: Russia has formed a Commission to improve its image globally. Recently, it is reported in the
Russian newspapers that a new
Commission has been created in
the Kremlin to promote a positive
image of Russia abroad. It is not a
new case of nation branding by
far. But this high-level commission points out that countries are
increasingly conscious of how critical image and reputation are.

What Bangladesh does in
Branding its Image?
Bangladesh has always held a great
promise. There are only a few
countries who got their freedom
through war. Bangladesh is among
those great nations. The people of
Bangladesh fought a historic War
of Liberation in 1971 - one of the
bloodiest wars in the history of
mankind - against Pakistan with
an aim to establishing a socio-economically just and equitable society where each citizen would have
all the opportunities to ﬂourish his/
her future in a conducive environment.
After its independence, since 1971,
despite having positive achievements, the country has been labeled
with many negative images, either
imaginary or genuine, by a group of
ill-motivated people, both at home
and abroad. They ignore the commitment and performance of the
resilient Bangladeshis. In addition,
it is also noticed that a group of
international community compares
Bangladesh with the extremely
backward countries facing difﬁculties, drug maﬁa, terrorists and
famine, while completely ignoring
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the reality. And, therefore, at the
end of the day the common people
of Bangladesh are the discernible
victims of all-pervading corruption
and self-destructive and “negative”
politics unleashed by the vested
interest groups.
It is true that Bangladesh is a country
with a huge population languished
by ever-increasing unemployment,
population growth, corruption,
and price inﬂation. Currently, the
government and the brand strategists are working toward developing nation branding campaign.
Figure 1 shows how Bangladesh
was branded differently (positively
and negatively) at different times.
In 1971, the War of Liberation
put Bangladesh in a strong position. But after 3 years (1974), the
severe famine dragged the country
to a weak position. This was further aggravated when the Father of
the nation – Bangabandhu Sheikh
Mujibur Rahman (1975) and President Ziaur Rahman (1981) were
assassinated. The weak status continued till the
nineties. Transparency International ranked the
country for its
corruption. However, the nation’s
image
started
improving since
2000.
Since then Bangladesh
started
achieving more
success
stories
than failures. The
major indicators
responsible
for
the
socio-economic growth are: improvement in
health status, increase in literacy and
education rates, progress in gender
balance, more enhancement of
employment opportunities, building transport and communications
facilities, huge increase in media
reach among the rural and urban
people, booming ITC business,
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great rise in remittance; agricultural,
industrial, textiles, and ready-made
garments (RMG) booms.
In 2006, our global image increased
manifold with our historical
achievement in getting Nobel Peace
prize by Prof. Yunus and Grameen
Bank. That has put Bangladesh in a
strong position, globally.
Therefore, it is imperative to develop
a nation branding campaign putting the country in a strong and
vibrant position.
Two basic objectives: While branding Bangladesh, the brand strategists must consider two key basic
objectives –
Firstly, it is very crucial to instill
pride in Bangladeshis and to persuade our people to be positive and
feel digniﬁed about themselves and
for their country. Success of the
nation branding program strongly
depends on their active participation, ownership, and support. They
should be proud of their country,

product, culture, and heritage.
People have a great role in building and positioning the country
as a brand.
The prime task is to brand Bangladesh among the Bangladeshis ﬁrst;
and this is the toughest job for
the brand strategists. This process
should start from the school level
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citizens by ensuring it is covered
in their syllabus and curriculum.
The future generation should feel
themselves “honored and digniﬁed” to be the citizens of a great
country. Figure 1 shows that Bangladesh is portrayed differently to
different people at different times.
The political leaders presented the
country in different “forms”.
Secondly, the brand strategist
will concentrate on branding the
country externally among the foreigners, and the success is linked
with the ﬁrst objective, i.e. how
well external and internal images
are tied together. The citizens of
Bangladesh will be the ambassadors of this country and they
will relay the country’s image to
the rest of the world. Therefore,
a more positive attitude and role
from them will greatly carry the
country’s attractive features to the
people residing outside.
Overseas countries and foreigners will have a positive attitude
toward this country and they will
be keen knowing about Bangladesh ﬁrst, and
then will plan to
visit and ﬁnally
spend their hard
earnings in this
country. This is
very important
for instilling conﬁdence in Bangladesh among
them – be they
investors, development
partners, or tourists.
Their investment
will contribute
directly to our
GDP. At the end
of the day, good campaign helps
attracting FDI and will have direct
impact upon the GDP.

Country Branding Strategy
vs. Advertising
Sometimes, there are confusions
between country branding strategy

Branding Bangladesh
and advertising. Ad that has been
called as “nation branding” is confusing because it helps countries
to attract tourists, but not to build
nation branding strategy. Ad is or
may be a part of the whole strategy. But a country brand strategies
focuses on its macro perspectives.
Unfortunately, ad has been going
in the wrong direction, meaning
countries are investing more and
more in promoting their tourism
destinations and, thus they are
forgetting that nation branding is
more than that. The biggest challenges being faced during preparing the nation branding campaign
is to “judging and comparing
brand strategies with advertising
campaigns” (Jose Filipe Torres,
Bloom Consulting).
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economic situation) and externally
(global research among the investors and tourists). The ﬁndings will
help developing strategic plan on
nation-branding campaign.
Post-launch monitor and Impact
evaluation: The impact of the
campaign may be evaluated
through different research techniques, including post-launch
monitor and survey. The research
will indicate the level of acceptance of the campaign, changing
attitude towards positive image
and anchoring foreigners’ conﬁdence in Bangladesh. These will
help attracting FDI and will have
impact on the GDP directly.

Bangladesh: Branding
Strategy

Traditional branding concept:
Unfortunately, when there is a
discussion about nation branding, many bureaucrats and policy
makers refer to traditional advertising, lobbying with the overseas
investors, and beautifying the
cities with billboards putting some
“idealistic slogans”. The campaign
with idealistic slogans usually
mention the following: “people
are friendly”, “country of good
business climate”, “natural scenic
beauties” and many more. Is there
any country where these slogans
can’t be used or will appear false?
Are the citizens not aware of these
good slogans? What is the distinctive attraction for the foreigners for
making their plan for Bangladesh?
Therefore, the logical question is
what should be presented in the
nation-branding campaign?

The National Brand Index (NBI)
score is made up of the six categories (source: The Anholt-GfK
Roper Nation Brands Index). The
criteria underlying the NBI ranking are:

Market research for a better campaign: We need to conduct a
research among all the people,
covering different segments, to
understand their views and expectation. This will help managing
everybody’s “pulse” and giving
ownership to all; and, thus, satisfying different target audience,
different needs, and different
institutions. The research will be
conducted both internally (to
understand the country’s socio-

Exports: Determines the public’s
image of the products and services
from each country and the extent
to which consumers proactively
seek or avoid products from each
country-of-origin.

People: Measures the population’s
reputation for competence, education, openness, and friendliness
and other qualities as well as the
perceived levels of potential hostility and discrimination.
Governance: Measures public
opinion regarding the level of
national government’s competence and fairness and describes
individual’s beliefs about each
country’s government as well as its
perceived commitment to global
issues such as democracy, justice,
poverty, and environment.

Tourism: Captures the level of
interest in visiting a country and
the draw of natural and manmade tourist attractions.
Culture and Heritage: Reveals global
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perception of each nation’s heritage
and appreciation for its contemporary culture, including ﬁlm, music,
art, sport, and literature.
Investment and Immigration:
Determines the power to attract
people to live, work, or study in
each country and reveals how
people perceive a country’s economic and social situation.
These six categories are distinctive
and vary in different countries
and nations. The brand strategists
must consider these six categories
and highlight success points in
each category for changing attitude and perceptions internally
and building image among the
overseas population. They will
focus on the changing attitudes
towards themselves and their
country. Strategists will, however,
focus on the positive achievement
and attractive things for the tourists and foreign investors.
The brand strategists may consider
focusing the following aspects:
Food culture: While branding, we
can focus on our food and food
culture. Cuisine can be a powerful agent for reshaping the public
perception. We will be strategic in
using the network of restaurants
and hotels and, thereby, promoting tourism. Food culture varies
from country to country; and it is
one of the most attractions to the
tourists, both at home and abroad.
Culture and heritage: Bangladesh is enriched in distinct culture and heritage. Ekushe February
(21st February – Language Movement) has got worldwide recognition as the International Mother
Language day. It is the creation of
Bangladeshi people and a gift to
the mankind.
People: The people here are hardworking, resilient, and religiously
moderate. There is no racial discrimination among them. Above
all, traditionally they are very cordial and have got a great sense of
hospitality.

Branding Bangladesh
Tourism: Every country has its
own natural resources attracting tourists. Bangladesh is one of
the few countries where we have
very attractive spots. Cox’s Bazaar
Beach is one of those (one of the
leading in the 7 wonders contest).
This beach is known for its wide
sandy beach which is claimed
to be the world’s longest natural
sandy sea beach. It is an unbroken
125 km sandy sea beach with a
gentle slop. Since the rise and fall
of the tide here is not great, it is
a good place for sea bathing. We
have other attractions like Sunderban (largest mangrove forest),
and historical and archeological
heritages. These can easily attract
tourists if branded appropriately.
RMG and other exports: Be it
Wal-mart, or Zellers, or any other
malls, one will not miss to see
there at least one product from
Bangladesh – i.e. the readymade
garments! These are of high
quality and demand and are the
silent ambassadors of our country! Despite the global economic
recession, earning from RMG subsector is continuously increasing.
It was US$ 9.2 billion in 2008-09.
Moreover, nearly 2 million workers are employed in the garments
industries; and, most of them are
females. As a result, women with
poor family background are being
empowered.
The
Bangladesh
Armed Forces earn another US$23 billion by working in different UN peace-keeping missions.
Bangladesh is also an exporter of
other goods and services to other
countries, especially the Middle
East and South East Asia.
Literacy: Bangladesh is no more
a country of illiterate people.
The country has by now experienced a remarkable social progress. Although the educational
standard at all levels is gradually
improving, here primary school
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enrollment rate is competitive
with other neighboring countries
in South Asia. And, gender equality
in education is quite impressive. It
is noticeable that more girls than
boys are enrolled at the secondary education level. Literacy rate
has increased more than 3 times
during the last three decades. For
example, literacy rate was 20% in
1974 while it is 68% in 2008.

that in the urban areas. It is quite
important to note that the ﬂow of
remittances has increased around
6 times higher than it was a decade
ago. During the ﬁscal year 199899, it was US$ 1,706 million while
it increased to US$ 9,682 million
during 2008-09. It is expected that
it will exceed US$10,500 million
by the end of the current ﬁscal
year.

Health: Undoubtedly, Bangladesh
has made a tremendous progress in
the health sector. During the last
5 years, a good number of health
infrastructures (hospitals, clinics
and diagnostic centers) were developed by private and public organizations/entrepreneurs. There are
hospitals of international standards (e.g. Square, Apollo, United
etc.) catering services quite satisfactorily. Health indicators of
socio-economic
development
show that there is steep decline in
child mortality rate and birth rate,
which are interlinked with each
other. With the progress of education and employment, socio-religious conservatism has got less an
impact on the empowerment of
women who are small-scale cottage entrepreneurs and garments
workers. A revolution has been
taking place during the last three
decades in the case of adoption
of birth control measures. Child
immunization and vaccination is
a matter of great success in Bangladesh. Remarkably, in 1973,
the doctor: population ratio was
1:10,740, which has been reduced
to 1:4,047 in 2007.

Conclusion

Remittances: Bangladeshi citizens
should feel proud of their overseas
earners/NRBs, working in different
countries and helping increasing
remittances. Despite global economic recession, huge growth of
the remittance played an important role in reducing the poverty
rate more in the rural areas than

While developing the branding
campaign for Bangladesh, we must
not forget that nation branding
is more than brand advertising
or promotion. Nation branding
should focus the nation as a whole
- its heritage and culture, products
and exports, investment, climate,
tourism, and people. The campaign must address people both at
home and abroad.
The present government announced
the “Charter for Change”. The
opposition party has also promised
for a positive change. Therefore,
the move for positive changes has
already started through the active
participation across the population,
especially the young and progressive business people representing
all sectors. It is extremely important to develop a bold and strict
roadmap to uphold the country’s
overall image, which is essential for
the acceptance of Bangladesh by
the world community. The government will come up with an aggressive but distinct nation branding
campaign immediately. Countries
like India, Thailand, China, Malaysia, etc. started similar branding
journeys more than a decade ago.
These nations have already taken
economic leadership. There is no
way out without a forceful branding campaign for our country so
that we can emerge as “Asian tiger”
by 2021; which will be the 50th
birthday of Bangladesh!

Shipbuilding Industry
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Shipbuilding Industry in Bangladesh and Potential
of Foreign Investment
Abdur Rahim PhD
Professor, Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering
Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology

Global Shipbuilding
Industry
Shipbuilding has experienced a
boom during 2006-2008 when the
global economy was experiencing boom and freights were high.
The shipowners were rushing for
more ships. Although prices of
the materials used for building
ships were increasing fast and so
that of the ships, it did not deter
the owner from the mad rush.
Because of high labor cost, safety,
and social compliance issues,
shipbuilding had migrated from
Europe and was trying to ﬁnd its
place in the Asian countries with
low labor cost, especially China
and Vietnam. Japan and South
Korea were already key players
but were consolidating their position in large and specialized ship
sector. In China and Vietnam, rice
ﬁelds were overnight converted to
shipyards. The Chinese developed
also the technology of launching
ships from rover bank without
allowing ships to be built without
slipway or dry dock. Yards were
booked for almost a decade; some
of these were without mentionable experience.
Now while the global economy is
in recession, many orders for ships
have been cancelled. This has cast
a gloom on the shipbuilding sector
in the way all other manufacturing industry been affected. Many
ship orders have been cancelled,
and the news has been circulated
widely. Today many people are
feeling discouraged in setting new
yards. On part of the shipowners, there is not enough money in
their banks to ensure them ﬁnance
for buying new ships. The prices

of ships have also come down; but
there are not many buyers to buy
them. There appears to be almost
a standstill in the shipbuilding
industry at presents.
However, the recession is not there
for an indeﬁnite period. In fact,
there are already symptoms of
reversal. Oil prices are increasing
steadily. This is perhaps the right
time for investing in shipbuilding, or to start negotiating for new
orders. The ship order cancellations during the last few months
must not be construed as contraction of ship or ship order markets.
A study would reveal that the cancellations were caused by several
reasons such as inability of the
bankers to make payments, less
cost of the new contract, owner
being not happy with the quality,
or the yard being overbooked to
make delivery in time.
There should not be any confusion about the future shipbuilding
and shipping market. The Chinese
economy will be experiencing
expansion for many years, so are
the Indian and other economies
in Asia. Middle is fast becoming
economic and ﬁnancial hub. Even
if the global economy does not
expand very fast in the years following the recession, the regional
economy will. As far as shipping
is concerned, many ships will
demolish because of either regulatory or ﬁnancial reasons. Statistics published by Germanischer
Lloyd, a major classiﬁcation society, shows that in Europe 55% of
the ships below 500 TEU are more
than 20 years old. The age of 30%
of the ships is more than 25 years.
Under European regulations, it is

very expensive to operate ships,
which are more than 20 years
old. This inevitably means that,
even if the volume of trade does
not increase, there will be quite a
lot more ship orders. The current
average age ship demolished is 26
years. American Bureau of Shipping has forecast a 10% annual
growth in shipping industry up
to 2016. All these data combined
indicate that there will be more
than 2,000 ships ordered annually
in the coming years.
In this background, shipbuilding offers a promising avenue for
entrepreneurs and the imperative
of the shipowners to look for destination of their ship orders where
they will get the best of cost and
quality combined. Even if the
recession takes a year more to start
recovering, this (Q2 of 2009) is
high time for investment decision
in shipbuilding. A yard requires at
least a year to come into production. If it is started right now, the
yard will be ready just in time. In
fact, in the backdrop of the pressing need for decommissioning and
replacement of the current ships
in ﬂeet, the owners will start talking to potential shipyards as soon
as the signs of recovery become
strong. On the end of the ship
owners, this is also a high time to
start looking for a shipbuilder since
a shipbuilding contract required
quite a few months to be ﬁnalized.
Many owners cite low freight as the
reason for refraining themselves
from orders. In fact, freight market
and ships in ﬂeet will make mutual
adjustment. As long as there is a
need for movement of goods, ships
will be there in the ﬂeet. The current low freight is a direct result of
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low commodity movement only
because of recession which has to
come to an end.
Bangladesh certainly is an ideal
place as has been elaborated below.

Bangladesh: Competitive
Edge in Shipbuilding
Bangladesh is a potential destination for investment in shipbuilding industry. The distinct
advantages Bangladesh possesses
in this regard are as follows:
 Bangladesh is the biggest source
in the world for shipbuilding workers. There are about
10,000 steel ships plying in the
inland and coastal water, all of
which built are in the country.
Here the abundance of skill is
vast. Shipbuilding industries in
Singapore and Dubai are based
on Bangladeshi workforce.
 Here the cost of labor is low,
especially when comes with
the skill tag. This is particularly important in shipbuilding
where Bangladesh possesses a
cutting edge.
 Bangladesh possesses a very
efﬁcient pool of educated engineers and technicians for shipbuilding. Many Bangladeshi
experts working in Singapore
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are eager to return to the country even if they are paid much
smaller salary.
 The Government of Bangladesh
has adopted a very positive
policy towards foreign investment including arrangement
for repatriation of proﬁts, legal
protection to investment, guarantee of law and order, etc.
 Shipbuilding industry in on current focus of the Government;
and many supportive measures
are already in place or in preparation. For example o All import for building shipyards or ships for foreign
buyers are free from import
duty.
o The
Government
has
allowed Green for all
imports required for building ships on foreign order.
This means all import will
directly go to the yard from
the port and the customers,
inspection will be carried
out in the yard.
o All materials and machinery required for building
ships on foreign orders are
exempted from import duty.
o The central bank has allocated Tk. 2 billion for
ﬁnancing
in
shipyards
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through commercial banks.
The ﬁnance will bear a very
low rate of interest (about
10% per annum).
o The government is contemplating developing shipbuilding villages in suitable
locations (e.g. Mongla in
the south-west and Gazari
on the river Meghna in the
central part of the country).
Interested investors will be
leased land for setting up
export-oriented shipyards.
The ﬁrst ship exported from Bangladesh for a Danish owner performed very satisfactorily and did
not have to come back from sea
trials to the yard for any reﬁtting.

Beneﬁts of Shipyard in
Bangladesh as Foreign Direct
Investment
Any ﬁnancially sound foreign
investors will enjoy the following
added beneﬁts:
 Cost of operating L/Cs in Bangladesh is 4%-5% while, if they
are opened from outside Bangladesh it may be around 1%.
 Cost of generating bank guarantees originating from a
local bank is about 6%-7% per
annum whereas here this will
be less than 0.5%.
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 A foreign investor can handle
foreign currencies with greater
freedom.
 Foreign buyers will feel more
encouraged if the yard is owned
by an investor from a resourceful origin.

Shipbuilding and Labor
Force: The Bangladesh
Perspective
Shipbuilding is a labor-intensive
industry. Here skilled labor is
available at a cost that is much
lower than that in any other competing countries. A detailed discussion on this aspect needs to be
presented.
It may be remembered that shipyard is a not only a labor-intensive
but also a skill-intensive industry.
Typically, the workforce structure
in shipbuilding is as follows:





Highly skilled
Skilled
Semi-skilled
Unskilled

20%
20%
20%
40%

The volume of required skill development will depend upon how
many new shipyards are actually
able to enter the business. The
following strategy may be recommended for development of skill
requirement for our shipbuilding
industry.
Highly skilled: Some skills are
available. New shipyard development is likely to take place gradually, i.e. many shipyards are not
likely to come up simultaneously.
The newer ones will be beneﬁtted
from the skills developed in the
existing ones through migration.
Thus, the newer shipyards will
perhaps have to develop at least
half of the highly skilled manpower requirement.
Skilled: Shipyards will initially
face difﬁculties in getting skilled
manpower, but this is not likely to
be a debilitating one since semi-
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skilled manpower can quickly
turn into skilled one if incentives
are made available.
Semi-skilled: There is absolutely
no dearth of such manpower in
Bangladesh. Our indigenous shipbuilding industry is almost an
endless source of such manpower.
Moreover, some support from the
government through skill development programs will also help a lot.
The government is making
arrangements for the development
of manpower for shipbuilding
industry. The government agencies
(Bureau of Manpower Employment
and Training, Technical Education
Board, etc.) are engaged in skill
development and the shipyards
are already engaged in shipbuilding for foreign markets. While the
basic training is to be arranged in
indoor workshops, the shipyards
will work as training centers for
on the job training, which are of
international standard.

The Current Status
of Export-Oriented
Shipbuilding Industry in
Bangladesh
Currently, there are two shipyards
working on foreign shipbuilding
orders.
Ananda Shipyard and Slipways
Ltd., the pioneering one, situated
on the river Meghna, is the pioneering one and has already made
one export for a Danish owner.
The yard has entered into contract
for 17 more ships at a total price
of more than USD 200 million.
Presently, the yard has a capacity to process 25,000 tons of steel
per year. The maximum size of
the vessel that can be built at the
yard is 10,000 DWT. The yard has
delivered six number of small to
medium-size vessels to an African
country under a IDA funded project. An ice classed container vessel
was delivered to a Danish owner
early this year. Its quality was
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appreciated by the owner and the
vessel proceeded to commercial
voyage directly from full-scale sea
trials. She did not have to come
back to the yard for any reﬁtting
or even ﬁner tuning. Another
ship for the same owner has been
launched from the slipway and is
expected to be delivered soon.
Western Marine Shipyard Ltd.,
the second leading shipyard, is
situated on the river Karnaphuly.
The yard has signed a contract
for 5 units of ships with a Danish
owner, and its works are in progress. The ﬁrst delivery is expected
to be in late 2009. The yard has a
capacity to handle 15000 tons of
steel annually and can build vessels of up to 7,000 DWT.
Khan Brothers Shipbuilding Ltd.
is developing the yard to handle
export orders. The yard is expected
to be ready for working on export
order by late 2009. Some other
companies reported to be coming
forward, but dearth of capital has
prevented them from moving
fast. Some of the biggest corporate houses in Bangladesh have
shipbuilding in their list of investment option.

Conclusions
Recession has provided the
breather space for both the shipyard and shipowners to work in
an environment where ships can
be built with quality and with
the right price. During the heydays, in the market hardly any
prediction worked, and investors
actually had to gamble. This was
reﬂected by the fact that the shipowners ordered ships to yards
with very little preparedness. This
prevented growth of competent
shipbuilders as well, especially
in the small ship segment. Investors may consider Bangladesh as
a destination for investment in
shipbuilding. The shipowners
may order ships with the yards in
Bangladesh where quite a few are
getting developed.
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Acceleration of a Nation’s Prosperity through
Vocational Skills Acquisition
Mohamed K Haq
CW Institute, Canada

Introduction
Bangladesh is a new nation on
an ancient subcontinent whose
peoples have been conquered and
colonized for thousands of years,
yet retained their ability to survive, raise families, and tend the
land. The population distribution
in rural and urban Bangladesh is
shown in Table 1.

ous kinds of education to prepare
its people for economic development at home and elsewhere in
the global economy.
Skills Development: The term
‘skills’ refers to an ability to apply
knowledge acquired from learning (theory) and know how (practice) to complete tasks and solve
problems in a constantly chang-

Table 1: Urban and Rural Population in 2008
Population Data as per SVRS Report (million)
Population

1st
July/06

1st
July/07

1st
July/08

Total

140.6

142.6

144.5

Urban

34.06

35.7

36.7

Rural

106.0

106.9

107.8

In recent years, as the population and the pressure on the land
increased, many villagers have
moved to the cities of Bangladesh,
leaving the rural areas in a state
of under-development. Dhaka, its
capital, dominates the national
economy accounting for 60%
of it. Although poverty remains
high, there has been much progress made towards it alleviation.
Education has played a key role,
and Bangladesh is now in a position to move the nation towards
greater independence and selfreliance through upgrading its
system of education to include a
more comprehensive approach to
human resource development in
the vocational trades.
The future of Bangladesh as a
strong nation will depend on how
well it can prepare its citizenry
for adaptation, and for work, in
a larger population, on limited
land space. This will require vari-

Total Population by
2050 (million)
250*

ing environment. (Diagram 1) An
effective skill is not compatible
unless it is attached to knowledge,
practice, and ability (application)
which is transferable to the constant changing demand of the
market both domestically and
globally. Skills can be developed

either at school, or at the place of
work. (ILO, 1939)
Vocational Skill Development:
Vocational skill development,
for domestic and global planning, is pivotal to the growth of
Bangladesh. Although there has
been much progress, the country
is still, to a large extent, dependent on ‘traditional technologies’
which emerged through practices
and adoption over the centuries.
Most technologies are imported
to the country and often towards
the end of their life cycle. New
and relevant technologies need to
be acquired for faster technology
transfer to keep pace with global
demands, and appropriate measures must be taken to improve
the quality of education and training at all levels.
There is, however, a wider problem of over-arching concern.
Only those people in Bangladesh
who have control over, or access
to, necessary ﬁnancial and other
resources, and who are also part
of, or inﬂuential in political and
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administrative processes, can
participate in and appropriately
beneﬁt from free markets and globalization to the extent the scope
exists for them to do so. Socioeconomic inequality increases as a
consequence.
For socio-cohesiveness to occur,
education must be open to all
citizens of the country, not just to
the privileged. The formal educational system should be enlarged
to embrace all students, mature as
well as primary, from all segments
of the society to alleviate disparity
among the population. One area,
which this paper addresses, Technical Education, is a neglected
sub-sector in the education
system. Enrollment constitutes
only 3.3 per cent of the total secondary enrollment in Bangladesh;
there is a lack of linkage between
prospective employers and the
training institutions. Vocational
training should be introduced
early enough in the school system
for those who cannot pursue education, for example, beyond Class
VIII. So, they are equipped to
join the labor market with some
vocational skills, and/or go on for
further vocational training at a
modern facility.
There is no one prescription for
a Nation’s GDP growth, but the
export of manpower skills to the
global marketplace is a productive means of gaining remittances
(US $9.6 billion in 2008-09) from
those who travel abroad to work.
Such transfer of funds provides
economic growth for the country
and social progress for the worker
if s/he has the required progressive
skills to participate fully in domestic and foreign markets.
The international market system
– globalization – is a multifaceted
phenomenon with economics as
its dominant component. It has
been superimposed on a world
characterized by glaring diversity
– broadly, between the developed
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and the developing worlds. Thus,
in the wake of globalization, inequity has increased substantially.
Since the 1980s, globalization has
ﬂourished as large multi-national
corporations have been harvesting under-developed countries in
the interest of their shareholders; not for the exploited. They
move to these countries, not to
increase their capacity by providing employment, education,
or economic prosperities, but to
take advantage of cheap labor,
resources, and/or lax regulations.
Countries such as Bangladesh
may be in a better position to get a
greater share of the economic pie
through public and private vocational training schools/centers to
supply manpower skills, and keep
them updated and monitored.
There are, and will continue to be,
a large number of human resource
requirements in Western markets as baby boomer (those born
after WW II) age, and there is not
enough workers to replace them.
The demographic comparison
between Bangladesh and other
countries, shown in Tables 2 and
3, indicate that Bangladesh has a
much greater supply of potential
manpower that could be educated
and prepared to help serve world
markets.
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lion. In 2001, out of an estimated
130.0 million people, 78.9 (60.7%)
were in the working age category,
with a projection in 2050 of 217
million. Bangladesh is estimated
to have 174.7 million (80.5%) in
the working age category in 2050.
(Table 3)
The demographics further points
to a labor force of 44.9 million in
2001 and a projection of 120.3
in 2050. Of the 11.7 million
(26.06%) are in urban areas and
33.1 million (73.7%) in rural areas
(2001) and 82.4 million (68.5%)
projected in urban areas and 37.9
million (31.5%) in the rural areas
by 2050. Further, the youth population (15-29 years) in the labor
force will increase to 30.7 million
in 2050 (an increase of 66% from
2001). (Table 4)
An analysis of the labor force in
agriculture, services, and industry
further indicates its potential for
GDP growth. (Table 5)
As shown in the above table,
industry has a ranking of 3 in
the workforce (11%) vis-à-vis the
national GDP (28.6%) and agriculture has the highest percentile (63%), but is lowest in the
GDP ranking (19.1%). These statistics indicate a need for a more

Table 2: Demographic Comparison Bangladesh and Developed Countries
Age structure (male & female in %)
Country

0-14 years

15-64 years

65 + years

Bangladesh

34.6

61.4

4.0

Canada

16.1

68.7

15.2

France

18.6

65.0

16.4

Germany

13.7

66.1

20.3

Sweden

15.7

65.5

18.8

U.K.

16.7

67.1

16.2

U.S.A.

20.2

67.0

12.8

Note: The world population will jump from 6.3 billion to 8.9 billion by 2050.

Population demographics show
that in July 2009, the total population of Bangladesh is 156 mil-

skilled labor force to enhance
the country’s GDP in these two
sectors.
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Table 3: Population of Bangladesh Age Structure - Male and Female
Age structure (male & female) million
0-14 years %

15-64 years %

65 + years %

Median Age %

34.6

61.4

4.0

23.3

Male

27,065,625

45,222,182

3,057,255

22.9

Female

26,913,961

50,537,052

3,254,808

23.5

Country
Bangladesh

Population

Projection
(million)
2001 2050

130

Working Age
Table 4: Projection of Labor Force in Bangladesh 2001-2050
Urban
million
%

Youth Population
(15-29 yrs)
%

Rural
million
%

Year

Labor Force
(million)

2001

44.9

11.7

26.06

33.1

73.7

2050

120.3

82.4

68.5

37.9

31.5

30.7

66.0

Table 5: Labor Force Occupation and their Contribution to National GDP

Labor force by occupation

GDP composition by
sector %
Rank

Projected
Labor Force
in 2050

%

Rank

Agriculture

63

1

19.1

3

30.4

3

Services (FY 95/96

26

2

52.3

1

48.2

1

Industry

11

3

28.6

2

21.4

2

Total

100
Note: Total Labor Force in Bangladesh is 70.86 million.

As has been noted, Bangladesh
has got a large population force
and a potentially large market for
its vocational graduates at home,
in the western world and beyond.
So, what can be done to prepare
them for this advantage? What
resources does the country have
to offer? The country has many
assets, but as has been noted, its
number one asset is its people.
With a population of 145 million,
the country had a large population
from which to draw for vocational
education/ skills development. For
example, just in the public school
system alone there are 23,907,151
students; 7,400,000 of them are at
the secondary school level.i

This number includes a large percentage of students who do not
wish to pursue further academic
courses and could be streamed for
vocational studies. If these students could be engaged, it would
not only curtail the high student
drop-out rate, but would increase
the skill levels of the nation. The
cost for providing vocational
school opportunities for these students would increase the Department of Education’s budget in the
short term, but would augment
the nation’s GDP in the long term
by having well-paid workers at
home and abroad supporting its
economy.

217

78.9
174.7
When population statistics are
viewed from the potential of manpower development for nation
building, it represents a powerful
force. Not only for those in high
schools, but also for those beyond:
unemployed (1.89 million in
2001), underemployed, or those
needing upgraded skills. However,
there is a discrepancy between
the number of public schools,
technical schools, and colleges
(including polytechnics, technical
training centers, and private technical schools for technical education), and the number of students
that would need education. The
establishment of public/private
vocational training facilities could
work hand-in-hand with human
resource development at the
national level to offset this problem. There are several approaches
to vocational training to consider.
Life-long Learning: Life-long
learning can be deﬁned as the
total learning encounters in a lifetime initiated and planned by the
learner, and some initiated and
planned by others. One of the
principal aims of life-long learning is to equip learners with the
“skills and competencies required
for advancement of self-education
beyond the end of formal schooling. (Diagram 2)
Vocational Education: It can be
at the secondary or post-secondary level and can interact with the
apprenticeship system. Up until
the end of the twentieth century,
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ment, in the context of national
and global employment. With the
advent of technological acumen,
the demand for new skills is constant. In order to match this rapid
change, a skilled worker is required
to upgrade his knowledge congruent with the technical demand.
That is, it requires both education
and training for life-long learning
- today’s learning for tomorrow’s
challenge.

vocational education focused on
speciﬁc trades such as automobile mechanic or welder, and was,
therefore, associated with the
activities of lower social classes. As
a consequence, it attracted a level
of stigma. Vocational education is
related to the age-old apprenticeship system of learning.
However, as the labor market
becomes more specialized and
economies demand higher levels
of skill, governments and businesses are increasingly investing
in the future of vocational education through public-funded training organizations and subsidized
apprenticeship or traineeship
initiatives for businesses. At the
post-secondary level, vocational
education is typically provided by
an institute of technology, or by a
local community college.
In the United States, vocational
education varies from state to
state. Roughly 70 percent of all
post-secondary technical and
vocational training is provided
by proprietary (privately owned)
career schools. The remaining 30
percent is provided primarily by
two-year community colleges,
which also offer courses transferable to four-year universities,
military technical training, and
government-operated adult education centers. Several states operate
their own institutes of technology
which are on an equal accreditation footing with other state universities.

In most of the countries, there
are a wide range of Technical and
Vocational Education and Training (TVET) institutions including
state, non-governmental, and private providers, each with differing
interests, administrative structures, and traditions. Public formal
TVET often overlaps awkwardly
with the school and tertiary education systems, and Ministries of
Education often share responsibility for TVET policy with Ministries of Labor and/or Employment
among others.
A clear-cut division between education and training is hard to
establish. Education cannot be
separated from training. Basic
and secondary education is the
foundation on which an effective
vocational education and training system should be built. Good
quality basic education and initial training, availability of adult
and second chance education,
together with a learning culture,
ensure high levels of participation in continuous education and
training. In practice, the educational component is closer to the
formal education system, while
the training component is more
closely linked to the labor market.
Still, there is a thin line between
education and training.
In recognition of the multi-faceted approaches to the acquisition
of education - formal and informal - the focus of this paper is on
vocational training for employ-

Vocational Training in Bangladesh: In Bangladesh, the National
Council for Skill Development
and Training and the Bangladesh
Technical Education Board (BTEB)
determine the technical vocational
education and training (TVET)
policy guidelines and implementation strategies. The TVET programs
run by the government agencies,
nongovernmental agencies, and
private institutions are non-standard and non-formal except for
the vocational training institutes
and technical training centers. The
TVET system is not sufﬁcient to
meet the internal job market and
overseas employment demand for
skilled workers. The National Skill
Standard (NSS) classiﬁcation is not
in operation in the job market.
The main thrust of TVET reform
is the introduction of NSS both in
the job market and in the training
institutions. Signiﬁcant issues that
require attention are as follows:
(1) a large-scale unmet demand
for skilled labor in the internal job
market and for overseas employment warrants strengthening of
TVET facilities; (2) NSS classiﬁcation should be established and put
into operation in the internal job
market and for overseas employment; and (3) the TVET system
should be articulated with the general stream of education.
Today, in Bangladesh, the educational system has vocational training in its curriculum. However,
it is restricted to pre-vocational
education at the secondary school
level. (Diagram 3)
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Charting the Course: Vocational
Education for Manpower Development and Nation Building in Bangladesh: The primary goal of the
Vocational high school/college/
centre education, for nation building, is to establish programs that
would increase competitiveness,
proﬁts, and shareholder value in
domestic and international markets in the global economy. This
business-based context of education for manpower development,
which is currently the predominant paradigm, must include a
focus on high technology applications and solutions. Human
resources in Bangladesh must be
trained and marketed, locally and
internationally. Initiatives must be
taken for appropriate vocational/
trades training in the mainstream
secondary level curricula and in
post-secondary training centers.
CHS Model – A New Approach:
This approach to high school
education - the Composite High
School - can help provide that
opportunity. It has been tested
in Canada with a wide variety of
industry stakeholders and was considered to be a relevant, unique,
and innovative model for addressing trade-related career preparation as part of a comprehensive
high school education. For its sus-
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tainability and success, it requires
public/private infrastructure to
ensure that trade education is
extended beyond the high school
level. Two models are presented
here for consideration: Composite
High School (CHS) (Model 1) and
Continuous Skills Development
(CSD) (Model 2).
The Composite High School (CHS)
model is made up of three fully
integrated components: academic
education, vocational training,
and community and industry
support services. These components are integral to achieving the
mission. The components work
together to support the learner’s
early head-start for training, education, and effective transition
into the workforce. They also
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provide sustainable support for
continuous training and learning
that would help ensure long-term
retention of workers.
The CHS model illustrates the ﬂow
of vocational education from secondary school (grade IX and X) to
the work-place and beyond. It is
a co-ordinated, integrated, intentional learning and career development system. As a regional
centre of learning for trades and
technology training, Bangladesh
school system would graduate
high school students as apprentices directly into the Industrial
Bangladesh workforce. Its guiding
principle is to accelerate and technically prepare learners for successful apprenticeship completion
and transition into the workplace
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within a multiple partnership
framework. Its goals are:
 to provide better access
throughout life for individuals
to engage in career and employment programs and services so
they can acquire career planning and management skills;
 to assist students in completing
apprenticeship technical training and create a direct connection with industry partners for
employment and further development;
 to create an interconnected
and integrated learning and
career development system
that directs students for a successful, smooth transition from
high school (SSC) to post-secondary education;
 to enable the workforce of
Bangladesh to be adaptive and
productive by creating capable
and committed learners ready
to enter local industry career
opportunities.
The CHS model is intended to
serve a regionally-identiﬁed need
with locally-based learners who
work, live, and grow with Bangladesh-based industries. Many
of these regional needs extend
equally to other places. Long-term
sustainability is achieved through
the CHS model being ﬂexible and
adaptable in providing relevant,
ongoing training, learning, and
upgrading.
In this model, secondary school
level students can choose to be
placed in a vocational stream of
study for one month to become
acquainted with a variety of trade
skills for determining their interest. When this stage is completed,
students can decide which skill
s/he would like to further study.
Students are then required to do
a three-month apprenticeship in
the respective trade. When the
apprenticeship is completed, students take the Bangladesh Technical Education Board examination.
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If they are successful, students are
awarded the Secondary School
Certiﬁcate (SSC) Vocational certificate, and are qualiﬁed to go forward for trade certiﬁcation and/or
job placement.
The integrated curriculum at the
secondary school level is a process by which students acquire
and accumulate knowledge, skills,
attitudes, and insight from their
daily experience and exposure
to the school environment. All
students gain from being part of
the main-stream student population, receiving both academic and
communication skills in addition
to trades education. Previously,
the main stream high school students were not familiarized in
vocational education and all too
often there was a negative perception about the skills courses and
students who pursued this kind
of study. In the proposed model,
with open communication within
groups and course offerings, vocational students can be as highly
respected as their academic counterparts, enhancing their selfesteem while adding value to the
signiﬁcance of vocational education as a career choice.
In vocational skills training,
there is a continuous learning:
Life-long Learning. This is demonstrated in the Continuous
Skills Development (CSD) model.
(Model 2)
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When students have successfully
completed their Secondary School
Certiﬁcate (SSC) Vocational, they
are integrated into the working
place for practical experience for
a certain number of hours before
they go on for further upgrading
at a government and/or private
career college/centre. These institutions of higher learning offer training, in different categories, which
are subject to further testing and
accreditation by an independent
authority, national or international
bodies jointly coordinated by the
local government agencies/ministries. The process is ongoing.
The interlinked CHS and CSD
models are intended to serve a
regionally-identiﬁed need with
locally-based learners who work,
live, and grow with Bangladeshbased industries. Many of these
regional needs extend equally to
other places in the global economy. Long-term sustainability is
achieved through it being ﬂexible
and adaptable in providing relevant, ongoing training, learning,
and upgrading.

Conclusion
The CHS supports a new model
for dual credentials and the entry
point for learners to engage and
be successful in pursuing a seamless and applied learning model
which combines formal learning
with practical experience.

Vocational Education
The interlinking of CHS and CSD
models is an approach to connecting learning, work, and community by providing a head-start to
high school students in furthering
their education in post-secondary
training/apprenticeship, professionalism, and certiﬁcation. This
approach to education and training for manpower development
will help grow the economy of
Bangladesh and boost nationbuilding.
Given the workforce demands for
the region and the potential for
temporary and/or new immigrant
workers with families, the CHS and
CSD models must support effective community transitions by
offering additional training such
as ‘English as a Second Language’
and/or other languages applicable
to respective countries.
The most valuable and potentially
beneﬁcial outcome of CHS and
CSD models will be the process to
bring secondary education, industry (business), and the community
together to create viable solutions
for addressing a common set
of needs and improvements for
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nation-building. This process of
collaboration will open the doors
for “mentorship” opportunities
– the most powerful of all career
exploration relationships. Industry, government ministries, school
divisions, and a wide range of local
stakeholders must indicate their
willingness to participate further
in creating innovative solutions
to address the vocational skills
training in Bangladesh.
The CHS and CSD models will
require capital and operating support from both the public and
private sectors (public-private
partnership – PPP) to achieve its
mission and deliver a fully integrated skill centre model.
With the rapid advancement of
technological changes in the 21st
Century, knowledge, skills, and
applications are constantly in a
ﬂux. These new and innovative
approaches (CHS and CSD models)
can help meet the growing need
for vocational training in Bangladesh and beyond. In future, Bangladesh will be able to capture a
prestigious position in the global
village.
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Trafﬁc Quagmire
M. K. Aaref
Architect, Aaref & Associates Ltd.
Former President, American Alumni Association
Does anyone realize that a congested Dhaka has got a negative
impact on the GDP of the whole
country? As a non-economist,
I am sure there are some ﬁgures
hidden somewhere about the
losses business face due to the
daily drudgery of grid-lock, if not,
there should be.
In a city that is the 8th largest metropolis in the world in terms of population and targeted to be the second
largest in a few decades, what contingency plan does the city-fathers
have to cope with the pressures of an
ever-increasing city that is roughly
1/10th the population of a country
which is already overpopulated and
bursting at the seams?
Before delving into Dhaka, let
us look at Bangkok - a thriving
world-class metropolis less than
two hours away by ﬂight from
Dhaka. Lots of well-traveled expatriates and local people alike compare Dhaka to the Bangkok of two
decades ago. Readers also please
note that the success of Thailand
as a thriving economy is very
much tied to the city economy of
the capital itself, that is somewhat
like Singapore, where most of
the political and economic elites
live, along with the commercial,
industrial, and other service/nonservice institutions. In spite of the
massive infusion of investments in
toll roads, over-passes, sky-trains,
and subways, it is still looking at
US$ 3.84 billion in losses business
face (2004 ﬁgure). Dhaka’s ﬁgures
may not be so high, but it is still
formidable, I am sure. Had it been
an efﬁcient city, it probably would
have made considerable impact
on the overall GDP of the country, not to mention more direct
foreign investment.

Coming back to Dhaka and its
congestions, let us make some
observations ﬁrst:
It is a city based on the northsouth axis, with not enough eastwest connectors. The theoretical
solution is more east-west connectors. It also has no clear-cut zoning
guidelines or principles. It has a
pathetic little business district in
Dilkhusha and Motijheel; and a
huge chunk of it is in the form
of the Secretariat, Banga Bhavan,
and Sports Complexes. Gulshan is
fast becoming the choice address
for any business with international business aspirations, be it
airlines, foreign and local banks,
buying houses, or import agencies.
Banani is teeming with manpower
agencies, and private universities;
Dhanmondi is the location of
choice for educational facilities of
all sorts, NGOs, and health clinics. We also have got three large
cantonments (Mirpur, Dhaka, and
Pilkhana), and two huge tracts
of land in the form of airports in
Tejgaon and Kurmitola.
A lot of land is also underutilized
in the form of public housing complexes for government employees
in Azimpur, Motijheel, Kamalapur, Mirpur, and other places in
the city.
For a city as large as ours, its has
a non-descript public transport
system, consisting mostly of private bus operators competing
neck and neck for passengers in
the long routes, human haulers,
minibuses, and CNG-run for the
medium routes, and half a million rickshaws for everything
else. All this, in spite of the
fact that, the majority of blue
collar people, i.e. garments/fac-
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tory workers, under-employed
individuals, vendors, and day
labourers cannot even afford the
nominal fare, and end up walking to their jobs. With the lack of
any decent public transport, the
upper-middle class and the elite,
who can afford to purchase a car,
do, adding to the myriad of trafﬁc on the streets.
Dhaka lacks a ring road. Any trafﬁc between north-west and the
south-east of the country, for
example, has to traverse through
the streets of Dhaka. Gazipur,
Ashulia, Savar, and Bhaluka are
fast emerging as industrial hubs
for manufacturing; and, most
of the raw materials are coming
from Chittagong port via Dhaka
city.
The railway line that goes to Tongi
from Kamalapur cuts through the
major roads and creates a major
impediment to thorough trafﬁc. In
the 70s, a second line that ran from
Fulbaria and was connected to the
north of the city going via what
is now Hatirpool was removed for
road expansion. I must say that,
had these both lines still existed,
they could have provided the
basis of an urban rail network.
Two observations need to be made
regarding the exiting single line. It
can stay as it is, provided that all
major intersections such as Maghbazar, Karwan Bazar, VIP road,
etc. have overpasses to ease the
trafﬁc instead of the intermittent
closure due to train movements.
Secondly, the most lucrative and
used route of Bangladesh Railway
is the Dhaka-Chittagong route.
Still, has anyone noticed that, in
order to travel south, we travel
north ﬁrst, towards Tongi and
Ghorashal, before making it down
south? Had there been a Narayanganj-Laksham link, it could
have shortened the trip from six
to four hours, emphasized the
Dhaka-Narayanganj link as a possible suburb link and reduced
the number of trains from the
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northern suburbs of Dhaka and
the resulting closures of road/
rail intersections. Yes, it involves
crossing the Meghna river where it
is rather quite wide, but there are
lots of options. However, the priority is overpasses over the railway
crossings inside the city limits.
Now, as the adage goes, where
there is a will, there is usually
a way. In this case, if there is a
strong political will to solve the
problems of Dhaka, steps can be
afoot that will relive the congestions in a few years. Yes, I did say
‘a few years’. There is, ofcourse,
no magic wand solution to any of
our problems such as calling out
the armed forces for a few days
to direct trafﬁc. New York started
its subway construction in 1869,
and now it has more than 450 stations; it is still expanding along
with the city. If we are to have any
semblance of a mass transit in any
form, we shall have to start with
at least one line before it can be
expanded.
The Long-Term Solutions needed
to address the quagmire of Dhaka
Trafﬁc are:
 Political iron will for a longterm solution.
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 Vociferous demand from all
sections of Dhaka for a solution. All the business chambers
should demand under a uniﬁed
front to force the government
to take some action and invest
money in long-term solutions.
 Long-term planning for current
solutions and future growth,
followed by execution.
 Money, lots of it.
 And again, Political will of the
government to provide a solution, instead of just ‘directing
relevant authorities to address
the problem’.

Short-Term Solutions:
 More east-west inter-connectors, even though it may mean
more situations such as the
demolition of Rangs Bhaban.
 Overpasses over rail intersections, and major road intersections. While we celebrated
Mohakhali and Khilgaon ﬂyovers with much gusto, Kolkata
built 13 of them at roughly the
same time-frame.
 More trafﬁc lights and less
manual trafﬁc control from
police. It is quite disconcerting when the light says green
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and the ofﬁcer is motioning us
to stop. Please note that even
15 years ago the art of queing
for a bus was non-existent.
But people learnt it. So will
drivers. Ofcourse, there will
be a casuality or two, but driversand pedestrians just HAVE
to learn to obey trafﬁc signals.
Like those Bangkok, Tokyo,
and other major cities, trafﬁc control in Dhaka has to be
a centralized high-tech affair,
with close circuit TVs to monitor trafﬁc, bottlenecks, and
control the signals. Readers
please note that in cities like
Tokyo, New York, London, Rio
de Janero, and Paris, with their
dependencies on mechanized
trafﬁc, there are no pedestrian
overpasses like those underused
ones in Dhaka. Yet pedestrians
can and do cross streets safely.
 Strict reinforcement of restrictions of non-mechanized trafﬁc on all major roads has to be
implemented on a regular basis
and not on an ad-hoc basis.
They have got a tendency to
slow down the mechanized
trafﬁc.
 One-way trafﬁc was recently
introduced in Dhanmondi,
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which, according to the residents, has been helpful with
the ﬂow of cars during the day.
Please note that the entire
island of Manhattan consists
of one-way streets. Many of
Dhaka’s neighborhoods and
wards have to have similar
systems, specially those in Old
Dhaka.
 Nationalize the bus system or
bring all buses in Dhaka under
a strict routing system, with
colour-coded route maps, frequencies that can be adjusted
with rush-hour and school
timings, with a medley of ﬂeets
of all sizes to accommodate the
trafﬁc loads of different streets.
Hong Kong, no doubt, has
got a density that is not enviable under any circumstances,
but its buses are operated by
a single operator in the form
of a public limited company,
which, I personally ﬁnd to be
efﬁcient.
 Dhaka is somewhat blessed
in the sense that here water
bodies of some sort or other
can be seen all around the
city. A circular river transport
system was put in place a few
years back, but it did not ﬁnd
enough users since the river
terminals were not connected
with any other mode of public
transport. It can be revived,
this time, with bus routes connecting the terminals.
 On the city’s northern side,
assuming that the old airport
at Tejgaon will be not be relinquished to civilian purposes,
we can build tunnels right
under it, and connect two
major fractions of the city.
Zia International Airport and
Tejgaon airbases, along with
the military establishments,
can stay where they are without being a tumor with the
cityscape of Dhaka. The civil
aviation, armed forces, and
the other relevant authorities
have to realize the concept
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of greater public good and
the need for thorough trafﬁc through their facilities to
reduce congestion.
 The central business districts
of Dilkhusha and Motijheel
are an amalgamation of small
plots that does not encourage
high-rises with proper facilities. Already built to capacity,
no wonder business houses are
spread all over the city. I suggest, let us relocate the Secretariat to Agargaon and open
up that vicinity for high-rise
ofﬁce complexes connected
via roads and mass transit to
the rest of the city. While at it,
why not relocate some of the
sports facilities to the periphery of the city? The historic
Paltan Maidan is slowly disappearing within the envelop
of stadiums, that are neither
of quality, nor of any signiﬁcance.

In a few cites, airport runways
have not gotten in the way of
road networks. Roads go through
right underneath them.

Long-term Solutions
 Invest in a mass transit system,
in a combination of elevated,
underground, and surface rail
systems that should have the
capacity of at least a million passengers per day. It may sound
extravagant, but it can be rest
assured that by the time the
project will be implemented, it
will already be under stress due
to under-capacity.
 Build a ring road around Dhaka.
It will divert a large number of
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trafﬁc that is using the streets of
Dhaka only as a transit from one
part of the country to another.

In an extreme example, the tiny
enclave of Gibraltar, the runway
and one of its main streets intersect. Trafﬁc stops when aircrafts
are taxiing.
 Decentralize the administration. In this day and age of
CCTVs, web broadcasts, ﬁberoptics and wireless communications, why do all government
services and ministries have
to be centered in Dhaka?
Other than a few key ministries such as defence, ﬁnance,
foreign, home and establishment, all other ministries can
be relocated to our divisional
headquarters. Not only will it
stimulate growth of those cities,
but will also act as a catalyst
for the development of urban
facilities such as good educational facilities and health centres that make Dhaka look so
attractive from outside. Even
small countries such as the
Netherlands and Belgium have
multiple urban concentrations
other than capital cities which
help distribute the urban load
nationwide. Inducement for
the private sector to relocate to
divisional cities can be created
via tax incentives.
 Reverse the population growth.
If the projected estimate of our
population in 2050 is really
going to be 250 million plus,
no matter what we do, all will
come to naught.
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Washington Doorknock
A. Gafur
Executive Director, American Chamber of Commerce in Bangladesh
The Asia-Paciﬁc Council of American Chambers of Commerce
(APCAC) conducted its annual
Washington Doorknock in Washington, DC. APCAC consists of

Doorknock making his remarks.
New Obama Administration ofﬁcials briefed the delegates on different issues and priority areas.
At the end of the day there was

Mr. Thomas J. Donohue (3-L), President and CEO, U.S. Chamber of Commerce, addressing
APCAC Washington Doorknock delegates

27 member AmChams. Thirty-six
delegates from across Asia-Paciﬁc
gathered in Washington to meet
with the Members of Congress and
the Executive Branch of the U.S.
Government and to share insights
on how the U.S. Government can
support U.S. businesses operating
in Asia and improve the world
economy. Delegates met with
Senators Johanns and Webb; Congressmen Bordallo, Brady, Burton,
Crowley, Faleomavaega, Herger,
Himes, Honda, Lee, and Neal; staff
from the ofﬁces of Congressmen
Levin, Camp, Connolly, Hoyer,
Maloney, Meeks, Van Hollen, and
Wilson; and staff from the ofﬁces
of Senators Durbin, Casey, Corker,
DeMint, Martinez, Merkley, Reid,
and Risch.

a roundtable discussion with the
U.S. Chamber Asia Team, followed
by a Reception hosted by the U.S.
Chamber.

On June 15, the delegates met at
the U.S. Chamber of Commerce
and held meetings and discussions
throughout the day. Mr. Thomas
J. Donohue, President and CEO of
the U.S. Chamber of Commerce
kicked off the APCAC Washington

APCAC held its Board meeting on the morning of June 16,
discussed future activities and
meetings. The delegation was
busy at the Capitol Hill rest of
the day with the congressional
meetings.
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Meeting with U.S. Commerce
Secretary Gary Locke: In addition to the congressional meetings on June 17, the group met
Secretary Gary Locke at the US
Department Commerce. Following introduction of each delegate, Secretary Locke delivered
his speech to the delegation and
answered questions. Secretary
Locke emphasized on the Obama
Administration’s commitment to
pursue the path of free trade and
liberalization, and discouraged
protectionism. During the Q&A
AmCham Bangladesh Representative Mr. Gafur apprised Secretary
Locke about the successful parliamentary election of Bangladesh in
December 2008 and subsequent
establishment of a democratic
government. He also pointed
out over the emerging trade and
investment opportunities of Bangladesh, particularly in energy,
ports, ICT and in infrastructure
development and wanted to know
about U.S. strategy to enter Bangladesh market in a bigger way.
Secretary Locke in his reply said
that U.S. has excellent relationship with Bangladesh and would

Picture shows attendees at APCAC Board Meeting in Washington, DC

be interested to introduce relevant
U.S. Companies to priority investment areas of Bangladesh and at
the same time would also expect
an improved, congenial and supportive business environment in
the country.

Washington Doorknock
In the afternoon, Ms. Barbara
Weisel, Assistant U.S. Trade Representative for Asia Paciﬁc, Ofﬁce
of the USTR, was presented the
APCAC annual award.
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ﬁgures across Asia are expected
to remain high:

a leading forum for trade liberalization with Asia.

o China - 7.5% (the world’s
fastest-growing economy)

• Support U.S. participation
in negotiations in the Trans
Paciﬁc Economic Partnership
(TPP), a comprehensive FTA
concluded by Brunei, Chile,
New Zealand, and Singapore
with Australia, Peru, and Vietnam currently negotiating
to join. TPP could provide a
foundation for momentum
towards a Free Trade Area of
Asia Paciﬁc.

II. Taxation and Competitiveness:

Ms. Barbara Weisel (middle), Assistant U.S. Trade Representative for Aisa-Paciﬁc seen receiving APCAC
award from APCAC Chair Ms. Kristin Paulson (2-L)

During visits to Capitol Hill, delegates spoke to members and their
staff advocating free trade, competitive tax policy for overseas
Americans and U.S. companies,
and increased funding for the
U.S. Commercial Service. The key
issues discussed were as follows:

I .Trade Liberalization and
Competitiveness
• The United States is the world’s
largest trading nation, exporting $1.8 trillion in goods and
services in 2008.

o South Asia - 5.4%
o India - 5.8%
o East Asia and the Paciﬁc
(ASEAN, plus China, Hong
Kong, Taiwan and South
Korea) - 6.7%
o Southeast Asia - 3.5 %

Recommended Actions:
• The U.S. must reinvigorate its
leadership on trade with Asia.

Now more than ever, Congress and
the Obama Administration should
advocate policies that boost America’s competitiveness abroad.
• American companies invest
abroad primarily to penetrate
foreign markets, which represent 95% of the world’s population and more than 75% of
the world’s purchasing power.
• Foreign operations help American companies market products
effectively to foreign consumers. U.S. Department of Commerce data show that 89% of
the sales of U.S. foreign afﬁliates were to foreign markets.

• Trade-related
transactions
account for 31% of the U.S.
economy.
• In 2008, 13% of GDP and more
than 12 million jobs were supported by U.S. exports -- an
increase of almost 40% since
1990.
• Now is the time to engage in
trade with Asia and the Paciﬁc.
• US Trade with Asia has tripled
in the last 15 years.
• While the U.S. and EU are
expected to register near zero to
negative economic growth this
year, according to the World
Bank, 2009 economic growth

APCAC delegates meet Congressman Mike Honda (D-CA) (middle) at his ofﬁce in Capitol Hill

Other countries are entering
into trade agreements that will
leave the U.S. behind.
continued
U.S.
• Support
engagement through APEC as

• Lawmakers should resist any
attempt to further unfairly
increase the tax burden on
Americans working overseas.
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Recommended Actions:
• Congress should enact bipartisan legislation sponsored by
Congressman Gregory Meeks
(D-NY) (H.R. H.R. 1798) and
soon to be reintroduced by Senator Jim DeMint (R-SC), which
would eliminate the limitation
on the foreign earned income
exemption.
• Short of that, Congress should
reverse the provisions of TIPRA
which raised taxes on working
Americans overseas, and, the
GAO should update its 1981
study of this issue.
• Congress should enact tax
reform measures that will make
the U.S. tax code more competitive with the industrialized
world.
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provide to small, medium and,
large U.S. companies.
• In 2008, the FCS supported more
than 12,000 U.S. businesses
exporting almost U.S. $ 70 billion
worth of goods and services in
200 markets around the world.

Recommended Actions:
• The FCS budget should be
increased this year to support
U.S. exporters who help us sell
U.S.-made products that support U.S. jobs and help move
the economy forward.
• America must engage with
Asia Paciﬁc and enact policies
that support Americans working outside the U.S. as well as
at home in order to stimulate
economic growth in the U.S.
and create new jobs.

Mr. Gafur (2-R) seen with U.S. Department of Commerce Ofﬁcials, led by Mr. Tod Fox (Extreme R),
Regional Manager, Asia

III. Provide Increased
Budget for the US and
Foreign Commercial Service
• The U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service (USFCS) agency
within the U.S. Department
of Commerce provides essential technical and government
advocacy support to American
businesses in over 80 countries
around the world.
• Trade shows, business matching sessions, and one-on-one
counseling to American exporters are among the services the
FCS ofﬁcers in our Embassies
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AmCham Bangladesh Executive Director seen
with Mr. M. Humayun Kabir, Bangladesh Ambassador in Washington, DC, U.S.A.

Meeting with the US
Department of Commerce
and State Ofﬁcials
In the afternoon, Mr. Gafur met a
group of ofﬁcers at the US Department of Commerce that included
Todd Fox, Regional Manager-Asia,
Linda S. Droker, Director-Ofﬁce
of South Asia and Oceania, Diana
Fonovich, International Trade Specialist, Rachel Kreissl-International
Trade Specialist, Julian RichardsInternational Trade Specialist. Mr.
Gafur briefed them over the fast
emerging business and investment opportunities in Bangladesh
and answered their questions on

June 18, 2009: Meeting with
Ambassador M. Humayun
Kabir
AmCham Bangladesh Executive
Director met Mr. M. Humayun
Kabir, Bangladesh Ambassador
in Washington DC. They discussed matters of mutual interest and saw enormous scope for
cooperation to accelerate Bangladesh-United States business relations. Mr. Gafur also met Mr. Kazi
Md. Shamsul Alam, Commercial
Counselor, at the Bangladesh
Embassy.

Mr. Gafur (middle) seen with Mr. Murray Hiebert
(L), Senior Director for Asia and Ms. Esperanza
G. Jelalian(R) , Director-South Asia, International
Division, U.S. Chamber of Commerce

Washington Doorknock
various issues concerning business
atmosphere. Thereafter Mr. Gafur
met the Bangladesh Desk Ofﬁcer
at the US Department of State
Partha Mazumdar and exchanged
views and ideas.
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Jelalian, Director-South Asia, at
the International Division of the
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the current business climate in
Bangladesh and Boeing’s future
business plan in Bangladesh.
In the afternoon, Mr. Gafur met
Mr. Iqbal Bahar Choudhury,
Chief, Bangla Service at the Voice
of America (VOA). Mr. Choudhury
interviewed Mr. Gafur covering
Washington Doorknock and other
business issues.

June 19, 2009: Visit to US
Chamber, Boeing and VOA Ofﬁces

Meeting with APCAC Leaders

Mr. Gafur(R) seen with Mr. Iqbal Bahar Choudhury (L), Chief, Bangla Service, Voice of America

US Chamber of Commerce and
discussed possible areas of cooperation, especially towards future
US investment in Bangladesh.
Mr. Gafur (R) seen with Mr. Samir B. Sahgal (L),
Director, International Operations, Washington,
D.C. Operations, The Boeing Company

In the morning Mr. Gafur met Mr.
Murray Hiebert, Senior DirectorAsia, and Ms. Esperanza Gomez

Thereafter Mr. Gafur met Mr.
Samir B. Sahgal, Director, International Operations, Washington,
D.C. Operations at the Boeing’s
Arlington Ofﬁce. They discussed

In addition to several round of
meetings with the Doorknock participants, speakers, Obama Administration ofﬁcials, congressmen
and other distinguished persons
during the Washington Doorknock, Mr. Gafur met the leaders
of Asia-Paciﬁc AmChams, such as
Ms. Kristin Paulson, Chair-APCAC,
Mr. Landis Hicks, Immediate past
Chair-APCAC, Mr. Walter Blocker,
Vice Chair-APCAC, Mr. Thomas
Pinansky, Vice Chair-APCAC,
Mr. Harley Seyedin, Vice ChairAPCAC and President-AmCham
South China, Mr. George Drysdale, former Chair-APCAC.

